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ABSTRACT
LITTLEJOHN, MICHAEL ANTHONY. Influence of Co 60 Gamma Irradia-
tion on the Bulk and Surface Recombination Rates in Silicon.
(Under the direction of ROBERT WALTER LADE).
The technique of photoconductive decay in rectangular
semiconductor filaments was used to measure the bulk and sur-
face lifetimes and surface recombination velocity of i00 ohm-
cm n- and p-type float zone refined silicon doped with phos-
phorous and boron, respectively. The influence of Co 60 gamma
radiation on these important material parameters was investi-
gated, and a more complete mathematical model for surface
recombination velocity was formulated. This model includes
the effects of recombination in the space charge region near
the surface, and it is shown that this effect can have a
significant contribution to the total surface recombination
ve loc ity.
The recombination center which dominates the bulk life-
time in n-type material was found to be different from the one
which controls the lifetime in p-type material. In n-type
material the recombination center created by gamma radiation
was found to be located at 0.40 eV below the conduction band
edge, and is associated with a phosphorous-vacancy complex in
the crystal. In p-type material, the center was located at
0.18 eV above valence band edge. It is believed that this is
the first time such a recombination center has been observed
in p-type float zone refined material.
Irradiation by gamma rays had a drastic effect on the
surface recombination velocity in n-type silicon, while in
p-type silicon there was only a slight variation of this
parameter with radiation. In n-type material the surface re-
combination velocity exhibited a relative minima with gamma
ray exposure. In p-type material there was a slow monotonic
increase in the surface recombination velocity as each sample
was irradiated.
The surface lifetime obeyed the one level Shockley-Read
equation for the lifetime. No single energy level could be
located _t the surface since the position of this level
changed with each additional exposure to gamma radiation.
This behavior cannot be explained with the data and models
used in these experiments.
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CHAPTERI
i. INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor and solid state electronic devices have
had a vast impact on the space capabilities of the United States
and other countries as well. These devices have reduced the
size requirements of electronic packages used in space vehicles,
increased the reliability of electronic instruments and equip-
ment in space environments, and they are probably the most im-
portant single contributing factor in man's conquest of outer
space.
However, before the picture becomes too enticing, it
should be pointed out that many new and interesting problems
have arisen concerning the performance of solid state devices
in the environment of outer space• Even if the technological
problems involved in producing and manufacturing these devices
can be solved, environmental problems will remain as the most
challenging barriers in pursuit of the electrical and electronic
slice of the "aerospace pie".
In recent years much research has been carried out with
the purpose of studying the effects of irradiation induced
damage to semiconductor materials and devices. However, most
of this effort has been in the investigation of bulk material
variations (induced lattice defect concentrations, reduced bulk
minority carrier lifetime, conductivity and mobility variations,
etc., as a function or the irradiation exposure) and study of
device terminal volt-ampere characteristics. These latter
2studies are, for the most part, being carried out on production
line state-of-the-art devices.
Present day technology has minimized the effects of bulk
properties on the behavior of many semiconductor devices, and
in many cases it is the physical surface of the structure which
limits its optimum performance. Therefore, studies of the in-
fluence of nuclear irradiations on the surface properties of
semiconductor materials are in order.
It is the purpose of this thesis to conduct such an under-
taking. To limit the scope of the problem only the effects of
irradiations with gamma rays on n- and p-type material of one
hundred ohm cm resistivity will be investigated, To investi-
gate the surface properties by the experimental techniques
utilized requires a knowledge of certain bulk parameters.
Therefore, some information concerning bulk damage due to gamma
irradiations will be presented.
The experimental work reported herein has pointed out
other fruitful areas of investigation, and some of these areas
have already been investigated (Mattauch, 1966), while others
are being examined at the present.
Probably the most salient feature of this work has been
a clearer understanding of the concept of surface recombination
velocity, along with a more complete mathematical theory for
this parameter than previously reported.
.CHAPTER II
IMPERFECTIONS IN SILICON
3
2.1 Lattice Structure of Silicon
Silicon is an element in the fourth column of the periodic
table having four valence or outer shell electrons (i.e., sili-
con has a valency of four). It is known as an elemental or
group IV semiconductor. The atomic arrangement of a perfect
silicon crystal in thermal equilibrium is such that each atom
is surrounded by four equidistant neighboring atoms. The equi-
librium spacing between nearest neighbors is 5.429 A ° (Rhodes,
1964). Each atom forms what is known as a co-valent or homo-
polar bond with each of its four nearest neighbors. This means
that two electrons are shared between two identical atoms, which
results in a group of eight electrons associated with each atom.
A very stable structure results. It will be recalled that
eight electrons in an outer shell results in the shell being
closed, or chemically complete. (For a complete quantum mechan-
ical discussion of the homopolar bond, see Heitler, 1956.) For
such a regular arrangement of atoms, the perfect silicon crystal
would be electrically neutral, and no conduction could result
at low temperatures. In reality, a perfect crystal is impossible
to obtain, and deviations from this ideal structure do occur.
These deviations, which are in the form of substitutional im-
purity atoms, broken co-valent bonds, lattice vacancies and
interstitials are responsible for the semiconducting properties
of elements in group IV.
4Since space environments and their radiation fields pro-
duce some of the above-mentioned deviations from a perfect
crystal, a general discussion of imperfections in silicon
follows. After this discussion, a method which allows the
general examination of all types of imperfections in terms of
the electrical properties of silicon will be reviewed. This
method is the energy-band-theory of solids.
2.2 Types of Imperfections Pertinent to
this Discussion
The term "single crystal" is used to describe a solid
with a high degree of crystalline purity, while the term
"imperfection" is used to describe any manner in which a single
crystalline solid departs from absolute perfection. The study
of imperfections in crystals admits to the fact that a truly
perfect crystal does not exist. There are three types of
imperfections which will prove to be important in the material
presented in this thesis. They are: a) electrons and holes;
b) foreign atoms and chemical impurities; and c) lattice
de fec ts.
2.2.1 Electrons and Holes
Electrons and holes result in a silicon crystal when
there is sufficient thermal or optical (and other forms of
energy as well) energy to break a co-valent bond. The elec-
trons become free and are available for conduction; thus, the
term conduction electrons. A freed electron leaves behind a
localized positive charge, and this "position" in the lattice
5is attractive to other electrons. By attracting other electrons
this "hole" or positive charge is available for conduction also,
in that the attracted electrons leave behind other net positive
charges. These electrons and holes thus cause the conductivity
to be some finite number instead of identically zero as in-
dicated for the perfect silicon crystal. For this reason elec-
trons and holes which result from broken co-valent bonds are
called intrinsic carriers. For any temperature other than
absolute zero, there will always be some intrinsic carriers
present in a real silicon crystal. For example, at room temper-
ature (300°K), the intrinsic resistivity of silicon is 2.3 x 105
ohm cm. In this sense intrinsic electrons and holes are, in
fact, imperfections.
2.2.2 Foreign Atoms and Chemical Impurities
Any foreign atom in the lattice, whether it is purposely
introduced or not, constitutes an imperfection in the crystal.
The presence of these chemical impurities is unavoidable, since
crystals are prepared from impure ores.
There are two ways in which chemical impurities may enter
a perfect crystal and form an alloy. The impurity may simply
occupy a lattice site normally occupied by a silicon atom, in
which case the impurity is said to be "substitutional". Also,
it may occupy a position intermediate to other silicon atoms,
in which case it is called an "interstitial" impurity. The
substitutional impurities do not grossly disturb the crystal
lattice, while interstitial atoms usually create chemical
6complexes which locally distort the periodicity of the crystal.
Either of these two types of impurities may be introduced into
a crystal at the time it is grown, or at some later time by
additional processing. The term "doping" is used to denote
the intentional introduction of impurities into the crystalline
lattice.
2.2.3 Lattice Defects
Lattice defects are created any time the periodicity of
the lattice is disturbed by misplaced atoms. Thus, an inter-
stitial atom could be treated as a lattice defect. Also, an
empty space in the lattice, or a vacancy, is a second type of
lattice defect. These two types of defects are classified as
Schottky defects and Frenkel defects, respectively. A Schottky
defect is equivalent to a simple vacancy in the crystal, where
the atom has been extracted from the cryseal (e g. h,_ =_
electric field). A Frenkel defect is produced when an atom
is removed from a lattice site to an interstitial position.
Thus, there results two types of lattice defects which are
classified as one. It should be noted that lattice defects may
be produced in the same manner as electrons and holes, with
much more energy required in the former process.
It is possible to judge the quality of a crystal by the
types and numbers of imperfections which are present. The
electrical properties of a crystal generally provide a very
sensitive indication of the presence of imperfections, with
some properties being more sensitive indicators than others.
72.3 Crystal Surfaces
There exists one more natural and very important type of
imperfection which should be discussed. This imperfection plays
a major role in the material contained in this thesis.
Every real crystal has surfaces or terminations of the
lattice structure. Since the periodicity of the lattice is
certainly disturbed, the crystal surface is a true imperfec-
tion, and an unavoidable one in any practical situation. The
effects amd implications of this type of imperfection can be
fully understood only after the band theory of solids and its
relationship to imperfections in the crystal lattice is dis-
cussed.
2.4 The Band Theory of Solids and the
Relation of Imperfections
A complete discussion of the regular arrangement of
atoms in a crystal involves an introduction to the theory of
crystallography and quantum mechanics. A complete discussion
would be pointless since we are interested primarily in the
electrical properties of silicon. It will suffice to say
that, whereas in ordinary empty space (the "vacuum") all points
are equivalent, in crystal space this is not true. Any crystal-
line solid requires the development of certain symmetry prop-
erties which are characteristic of the "crystal space" for the
solid involved. Then using this crystal space and its symmetry
properties, we can develop a mathematical theory for the de-
scription of the motion of particles in this crystal space.
In other words, we could develop a theory of mechanics for the
8particles in the crystal. Very fortunately, this theory has
been developed; for due to the microscopic nature of the system,
the particles in the system obey the laws of quantum mechanics.
A fundamental outgrowth of the laws of quantum mechanics is
the energy band theory of solids. The results of the band
theory of solids as applied to electrons and holes in silicon
tells us that the energies which these particles can have are
quantized, or restricted to certain allowed values. For par-
ticles in a periodic lattice such as silicon, the energies are
spread out into quasi-continuous bands. For convenience, the
valence band is defined as that energy band which has the
highest energy and is completely filled at T = 0°K. The band
of lowest energy which is empty at T = 0°K is called the con-
duction band. (In these definitions, a perfect crystal is
implied.) The difference between the lowest and highest
energies is called the forbidden region or band. In order
for electrical conduction to exist, some form of energy is
required to change the energy of electrons in the valence band.
If the temperature is greater than 0°K, or if optical energy
is supplied to the system, then valence electrons can become
conduction electrons. Note that these results from band theory
are in agreement with the quantitative discussion given in
2.2.1. A silicon crystal is thus able to be viewed in terms
of the very simple energy band model shown in Figure 2.1.
This figure shows energy versus distance assuming that
the crystal is homogeneous throughout; that is the energy levels
do not vary with position in the crystal.
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Figure 2.1. A simple energy band diagram of a
semiconductor
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Now, it can be generally stated that imperfections in a
crystal introduce allowed energy levels into the forbidden band.
That is, imperfections create allowed energy levels in the for-
bidden band which are consistent with the quantum mechanical
description of an electron in the crystal. For example, if
one introduces an atom from group V of the periodic table
(e.g., phosphorous) into the silicon lattice, an additional
valence electron exists apart from the four required to com-
plete the homopolar bonds. This additional electron is very
weakly bound to its phosphorous atom, and only a small amount
of energy is required to remove it from the vicinity of the
phosphorous atom. The electron is then available for conduc-
tion. In the energy band scheme we would represent such an
imperfection (substitutional impurity) as having an energy
somewhat below the conduction band edge. Calculations show
that this level is approximately 10 -2 ev. below the conduction
band edge (Nussbaum, 1962).
As mentioned previously, the surface of a crystal is an
imperfection, and when treated from the energy band theory, the
surface also creates allowed energy levels in the forbidden
region. A complete review of this treatment is presented in
Many et. al., (1965).
The fact that all types of imperfections, including
surfaces, introduce allowed energy levels in the forbidden
band is one of the most important results of the theory of
solids. These energy levels, along with other information
ii
from the theory of statistical mechanics, allow the computation
of many of the electrical parameters of semiconductors. The
parameters that are not directly computable are related to
those that are.
2.5 Summary
The energy band concept allows the discussion of imperfec-
tions in terms of the energy levels which they introduce into
the forbidden band. Most electrical properties of semiconduc-
tors are related either directly or indirectly to these energy
levels. Thus, it appears that electrical measurements can
give information relating to these energy levels. One must
admit that these levels give no information concerning the
crystalographic structure of a given imperfection. However,
the establishment of a cause and effect relation can be ob-
tained. It is this cause and effect relation that is to be
examined in this thesis.
CHAPTERIII
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3. IRRADIATION INDUCED IMPERFECTIONS IN SILICON
3.1 Historical Development
The field of study of irradiation damage to semiconductor
crystals began in 1947 when Lark-Horowitz et. al., (1948) and
Johnson and Lark-Horowitz, (1949) at Oak Ridge and Purdue
University exposed silicon and germanium to reactor irradia-
tions and cyclotron particles. It should be noted that this
work began even before the invention of the transistor, and
was probably an outgrowth of the utilization of solid-state
rectifiers during World War II.
The original goal was a complete and thorough descrip-
tion of the defect structure produced by nuclear irradiations.
So far, this goal has not been achieved, and subsequent studies,
along with the understanding that these studies have produced,
indicate that the original goal was unrealistic. First of all,
it has become evident that the defect configurations produced
from a single energetic collision can be maintained only at
very low temperatures. Second, imperfections remaining at room
temperature are likely to be complexes resulting from inter-
actions between imperfections caused by irradiation and im-
perfections already present in the lattice. Finally, it was
recognized that an understanding of the relation between de-
fect structure and physical behavior as well as the inter-
actions between imperfections was very important to a better
basic understanding of solids. For these reasons, the primary
13
emphasis in such studies has changed from the use of semicon-
ductors as a medium in which to study radiation damage to the
use of radiation as a tool for investigating defect and defect
interactions in these materials (Crawford, 1964).
3.2 Methods Used to Study Radiation Damage
The principle techniques which have been used to study
radiation damage in silicon are electron spin resonance, opti-
cal absorption, Hall effect and resistivity variations, photo-
conductivity and various lifetime measurements.
Electron spin resonance is a phenomenon in which electro-
magnetic energy is resonantly absorbed by electrons in a mag-
netic field. Electrons near an impurity atom can be excited
into the conduction band if photons whose energy corresponds
to the energy separation between the impurity level and the
conduction band edge are incident on the crystal. This excita-
tion results in a resonance or absorption peak in the spin res-
onance signal. For silicon, spin resonance is usually examined
by placing the sample in a resonant cavity excited by a micro-
wave oscillator. As the magnetic field is varied through the
resonant condition, pronounced absorption or reduction in the
Q of the cavity occurs. While this technique allows the de-
termination of the energy separation between an imperfection
and a band edge, it identifies neither the band nor imperfection.
Optical absorption is similar to spin resonance in that
it also utilizes the result that absorption occurs when transi-
tions from impurity centers are induced by energetic photons.
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In this technique the transmission of photons through a crystal
is measured and the absorption spectra observed (transmission
versus energy of the photons). This method also does not
identify the band with which interactions occurs.
The Hall effect, when combined with resistivity measure-
ments, gives a fairly straight-forward method for analyzing
data concerning the energy levels of irradiation induced im-
perfections. The Hall co-efficient is inversely proportional
to the majority carrier concentration. The Hall mobility is
the ratio of the Hall co-efficient and the resistivity. It
provides information concerning the imperfections since the
mobility is influenced by the scattering of charge carriers
due to these imperfections. If the Hall co-efficient and the
resistivity are measured as function of temperature, energy
level positions can be determined. However, since this is a
majority carrier measurement, only levels in the upper half
of the gap can be determined in n-type material and levels in
the lower half of the gap in p-type material.
Photoconductivity is, in a sense, an extension of optical
absorption. If light of the proper frequency is incident on a
crystal, the conductivity increases due to an increase in
carrier concentration. If photons of various energies are
used there will be changes in the photoconductivity when
carriers are excited into the bands from levels due to im-
perfections. By observing photoconductivity as a function of
photon energy,these energy levels can be located with respect
to a band edge.
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The above mentioned techniques all have distinct advan-
tages and disadvantages. However, there is one major disadvan-
tage that precluded their use in this research. In order to
obtain data easily interpretable by the above techniques it is
necessary to excessively damage the crystal with irradiation.
Since these techniques are primarily majority carrier ones,
the crystal must be damaged to the extent that the number of
defects are of the same order of magnitude as the majority
carrier concentration. Also, the experimental equipment re-
quired is very expensive, if precise measurements are to be
made.
Probably the simplist and one of the most successful
techniques used to study irradiation damage in semiconductors
is the measurement of minority carrier lifetime. When excess
carriers are created in the bands, the laws of thermodynamics
require that an equilibrium (or steady state) be established.
The rate at which an equilibrium is achieved governs the life-
time of created excess carriers.
There are many techniques for the measurement of car-
rier lifetime. Several methods utilize p-n junction measure-
ments (Kingston, 1954) ; and there are many bulk methods. In
the p-n junction there are various parameters which are strong-
ly dependent on the lifetimes in the bulk regions. The fila-
mentary transistor technique of Haynes and Shockley, (1951)
is also utilized, and has the advantage that mobilities can be
measured in the same experiment.
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The method chosen here to investigate radiation-induced
imperfections in silicon is the method of photoconductive decay.
Excess carriers are created by a short pulse of light and the
decay of these carriers back to thermal equilibrium is observed.
The rate of decay gives a lifetime which is the sum of both
bulk and surface contributions. Proper experimental conditions
allow the investigation of both bulk and surface properties
(See Appendix I). While this is a distinct advantage, junction
techniques were not utilized due to the fact that additional
imperfections are created during the processing steps used to
fabricate the devices.
3.3 Effects of Irradiation Sources Utilized in
Radiation Damage Experiments
The type of damage created in any material depends to a
great extent on the type of irradiation employed. Heavy par-
ticles, such as neutrons, tend to create large disordered
regions and isolated point defects. The reason for this is
that the mass of the incident particle is of the same order of
magnitude as the silicon atom. Thus, an appreciable portion
of the incident particle energy can be transferred to a silicon
atom. Unless the energy of the incident particle is very low,
the displaced silicon atom usually possesses enough energy to
cause other displacements in the lattice.
Electrons and gamma rays, on the other hand, can trans-
fer much less of their energy to the silicon atoms because of
their much smaller mass, and the damage produced is more uniform.
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In this research, heavy particles were not desirable as
a source of radiation damage because it was desired to have as
uniform a damage mechanism as possible. With electrons, the
damage is still slightly non-uniform, while not nearly as
drastic as neutrons. It was felt that gamma rays would prob-
ably produce the most uniform damage, and since several con-
venient sources of Co60 gamma rays were available, this is
the source of irradiation used. Also, it was realized that
gamma rays and electrons create similar types of damage in
silicon since the principle damage mechanism caused by gamma
rays result from Compton electrons.
3.4 Characteristics of Gamma Rays
Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiations produced
during nuclear reactions. The emission of gamma rays is a
mechanism by which the energy of excitation of a nucleus is
removed. Gamma rays accompanying a particular type of nuclear
reaction are composed of photons with either a single energy
or a group of discrete energies. Typical energies range from
a few Kev to several Mev (Price, 1964).
Gamma rays interact with matter primarily through three
mechanisms, the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and
pair production. In the photoelectric effect, the gamma photon
interacts with the atom as a whole. In Compton scattering the
primary photon interacts with one of the orbital electrons of
the atom. The interaction may be treated as an elastic colli-
sion between the photon and the electron. In pair production
18
the primary photon disappears and its energy goes into rest
mass energy and the kinetic energy of the hole and electron
produced (Price, 1964). Figure 3.1 shows a plot of the atomic
number of the photon absorber as a function of the photon energy.
Silicon has an atomic number of 14 and the gamma source used
(to be discussed in Chapter IV) has a mean energy of 1.25 MeV.
Thus it can be seen that the Compton effect is the mechanism
by which gamma rays interact with silicon.
3.5 Energy Levels Observed in Gamma
Irradiated Silicon
A survey of the literature shows that there have been
many various defects observed in gamma ray irradiated silicon.
These defects are generally classified by their energy level
position in the forbidden region. The literature is summarized
in Table 3.1. It should be pointed out that these energy level
positions are all located in the bulk of the material. No in-
formation has been found concerning surface damage to silicon
which has had no processing steps before the measurements were
made. The primary purpose of this research is to examine the
effects of gamma irradiation to the surface of silicon. The
bulk properties obtained will be useful in the analysis of the
data, and will be presented for completeness.
3.6 Summary
A brief resum_ of the historical aspects of radiation
damage studies in semiconductors has been presented, along with
some of the techniques used to investigate such damage in silicon.
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Table 3.1 Irradiation induced defects in silicon caused by
gamma r.ays
Leve 1
Position Resistivity
(Ec-Er) Material (ohm-cm)
eV
Technique Reference
.i0
Levels in the upper half of the forbidden region
n - Microwave Inuishi &
lifetime Matsuura
•146 to
•173
.16
nPC, nFZ .i - 56 Hall Effect Sonder &
Templeton
n - Hall Effect Inuishi &
Matsuura
• 17
•16
nFZ 2.8 - 140 Hall Effect Saito,et.al.
nPC, nFZ 80 Hall Effect Nakana &
Inuisha
•16 nPC, nFZ 60 - 250 Hall Effect Tanaka &
Inuisha
.16
.23
nFZ 32,77 Photoconduc- Glaenzer &
tive Decay Wolk
n Microwave
i i fe time
Inuisha &
Matsuura
.38 n - Hall Effect Tanaha &
Inuisha
.4O nFZ 2.8 - 140 Hall Effect Sito,et.al.
.40 nPC, nFZ 80 Hall Effect Nakana &
Inuishi
.4O
.42
nFZ 32,77 Photoconduc- Glaenzer &
tive Decay Wolk
n - Hall Effect Tanaka &
Inuisha
.43
.47
n (sB doped)
n (P doped)
Hall Effect
Hall Effect
Sonder &
Temple ton
Sonder &
Temple to n
(Continued)
Table 3.1 Continued
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Level
Position
(Er-Ev)
eV
Material Resistivity(ohm-cm) Technique Reference
Levels in the lower half of the forbidden reqion
.35
.28
.28
.27
.27
.21
.21
.12
pPc - Hall Effect
pFZ - Hall Effect
Mic rowave
lifetime
Sonder &
Temple to n
Sonder &
Templeton
Inuishi &
Matsuura
pPC - Microwave Nakana,
lifetime et. al.
Hall EffectpPC, pFZ Tanaka &
Inuishi
pPC - Microwave Nakana,
lifetime et. al.
pFZ - Hall Effect Soner &
Temple ton
p - Microwave Inuishi &
lifetime Matsuura
nPC = n-type pulled crucible material
nFZ - n-type float zone refined material
pPC = p-type pulled crucible material
pFZ = p-type float zone refined material
The type of damage produced by the various nuclear radiations
has been discussed, and some of the measurement techniques have
been analyzed. From the above mentioned results, it was decided
that the method of the measurement of lifetime due to the photo-
conductive decay would be utilized to study the effects of gamma
irradiation on the surface and bulk properties of silicon.
CHAPTER4
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4. EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUES
4.1 Preparation of Materials and Samples
Single crystal ingots of silicon were purchased from the
Electronic Chemicals Division of Merck and Company, Inc.,
Rahway, New Jersey, and from the Monsanto Company of St. Louis,
Missouri. These ingots were float zone refined by the
Czochralski technique and both n- and p-type crystals were
obtained.
Upon receiving the ingots, they were mounted on a piece
of ceramic tile with the aid of glycholpthaiolate wax as an
adheshive. The ingots were then placed in a Micro Mech diamond
saw, and a slice was cut parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the ingot. This slice provided a reference edge, and all proc-
essing of samples was carried out with respect to this plane.
Next, two slices were cut perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the ingot. The thickness of these slices was approxi-
mately .205 inches, and they were labelled according to their
position on the ingot. After lapping with #120 grit (approxi-
mately ii0 micron particle size) silicon carbide abrasive, the
res%stivity was measured using the standard four point probe
technique. These two slices were then mounted on a piece of
ceramic tile, one slice upon the other, and three rectangular
bars were cut from each with the diamond saw. Each bar was
labelled according to the slice from which it was cut and
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according to its position on the slice with respect to the
reference edge. Each bar had dimensions of .205 inches x .205
inches x .610 inches. Figure 4.1 shows a graphical sketch of
the ingot, its reference edge, and the relative position of
each sample cut from a slice from the ingot. Each sample was
next lapped on all sides and ends with #120 grit until there
was no further indication of damage on the surfaces caused by
the cutting action of the diamond saw blade. Care was taken
to insure that the samples remained rectangular. The samples
were scrubbed in hot water and alconox detergent to remove any
particles and residue which remained after lapping. After a
five minute ultrasonic bath in methanol, the samples were
given a degreasing treatment, which consisted of a five minute
bath in boiling acetone and another bath of the same duration
in boiling trichlorethaline. The above treatments were neces-
sary to insure that the samples were completely free of all
residue which resulted from the lapping process. Cleanliness
is the most important step in fabricating good ohmic contacts
to the samples. The previous process, especially the ultrasonic
bath, was the one that gave the best results and the most re-
producible ohmic contacts. It was deduced primarily by trial
and error.
The technique used to apply ohmic contacts to the sample
was the electroless nickel plating method as described by
Sullivan and Eigler (1957). The electroless nickel plating
solution consists of proportions of the following constituents:
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Slice #2
Slice #i
\
Sample #3
Sample #i
Sample #2
Figure 4.1. Isometric drawing of sample orientation on
a silicon ingot
a)
b)
c)
d)
30 gm/liter - Nichelous chloride (NiCl 2
50 gm/liter - Ammonium chloride (NH 4 Cl)
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6H20)
65 gm/liter - Ammonium citrate ([NH4] 2 HC 6 H 5 07)
i0 gm/liter - Sodium Hypophosphite (NaH 2 P02 H20 )
The reagent grade chemicals are mixed with one liter of
demineralized water to form the nickel plating solution. In
order that contacts may be made to the samples, the solution is
heated to approximately 80 ° to 90°C, and enough sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) is added to turn the solution a bright blue color. The
sodium hydroxide activates the solution by changing its pH.
The samples are left in the nickel plate for three minutes and
after removal, they are rinsed in deionized water. Because
the samples are nickel plated on all sides and ends, it is
necessary to remove the nickel from the sides, leaving only the
ends plated. This can be done in two ways. One is to mask the
ends of the sample with apiezon wax and then etch the sides
chemically with a mixture of 95_o nitric acid and i0_o hydroflouric
acid. Another way is to simply lap the sides of the sample until
all the nickel is removed. It is important that all the nickel
plate be removed since its presence would affect the electrical
properties of the surface. This latter method was chosen, after
tests showed that if care was taken to remove all the nickel
plate, no difference in lifetime was observed for samples treated
by either of the two techniques, and the lapping technique was
considerably faster. After the nickel plate is removed from
the sides of the samples, they are given a cleanup process and
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the nature of the contacts is examined. This is done by observ-
ing the voltage versus current using a Textronic 575 curve
tracer. Figure 4.2 shows typical v-i characteristics obtained
from this instrument for p- and n-type samples. The contacts
for the p-type material were not as good as those for the n-
type due to the presence of a significant amount of phosphorous
in the nickel plating solution. Phosphorous is a donor atom
in silicon and thus tends to create a junction if the proper
amount is added to p-type material. A careful examination of
the properties of the contacts to p-type material showed that
they would be sufficient if care was taken to not overheat the
sample during plating. Any deviation from ohmicity resulted
in the samples being rejected.
The minority carrier lifetime was measured by the method
of photo-conductive decay, as mentioned previously. The theory
for this measurement is given in Appendix I, and the instru-
mentation and equipment involved is discussed in section 4.2.
The lifetimes for all six of the samples shown in Figure 4.1
were measured and recorded. It was observed that the lifetime
varies considerably with radial distance in the silicon ingots
used, and thus the orientation of the samples cut from slices
1 and 2 in Figure 4.1 cannot be arbitrary. This is the primary
reason for the reference edge. In order for the samples to be
acceptable, the lifetimes of corresponding samples on slices 1
and 2 must not deviate from each other by more than 10%. (This
was set as the maximum allowable deviation for the experiments
performed.) If all corresponding sample lifetimes fell within
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Figure 4.2. Photographs of v-i characteristics of n-type
(two top photos) and p-type (two bottom photos)
samples. The scale on the left photos are
2 ma/div horizontal and 1 volt/div vertical.
The scales on the right photo are reduced by
a factor of ten
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this limits then the samples from slice 2 were chosen to be
made into thin filaments for the surface parameter measurements.
The three rectangular bars from slice 2 were mounted on
ceramic tile and each bar was cut into three thin filaments.
The dimensions of the thin filaments were o610 inches x .205
inches x .025 inches. This latter dimension was changed for
some of the samples. This will be noted when these samples
are referred to in the text.
Each thin filament was carried through several surface
preparation processes prior to the final chemical polish.
First, these samples were lapped for 15 minutes on each side
with #400 grit (approximately 25 micron particle size) silicon
carbide abrasive. This was followed by another 15 minute lap-
ping of both sides with #600 grit (approximately 15 micron
particle size) silicon carbide abrasive, and then each side
of the samples was given a rough mechanical polish by lapping
with S. S. White and Company's i0 micron polishing alumina for
thirty minutes. The surfaces of each sample were free from all
saw dislocations. After baths in boiling acetone and tri-
chlorethylene, the ends of the samples were coated with apiezon
wax dissolved in trichlorethylene to protect their contacts,
and the samples were placed in a culture dish overnight to
allow the wax to dry. This was necessary to assure that the
apiezon would not be removed from the contacts during subse-
quent chemical etching.
The chemical polishing of the samples was accomplished
with an etch solution consisting of 90_ hydroflouric acid and
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I0_ nitric acid. Figure 4.3 shows the apparatus used to chem-
ically polish the samples. The agitation caused by the move-
ment of the turntable revolving at 33-1/3 r.p.mo was sufficient
to insure that the surface of the sample was uniformly etched.
Strong illumination during etching seemed to improve the sur-
face polish. The normal etching time was ten minutes. However,
this was also changed for several samples, and will be noted
for specific cases. The surfaces which resulted from this
techniques while not optically flat, were deemed satisfactory
for this work. After the chemical polish, the apiezon was
removed with trichlorethylene and the samples were cleaned by
boiling in acetone and trichlorethylene. The sample prepara-
tion was then complete, and the samples were ready for measure-
ments.
4.2 Instrumentation and Measurement
Techniques
The primary quantity which was measured in this research
was the decay time constant of the photoconductivity of a semi-
conductor bar. Figure 4.4 shows the instrumentation used to
take this measurement.
The sample tester consists of a variable constant current
source with provisions for polarity reversal and accomodations
for the sample holder. Two different sample holders were used.
One holder would accept only a single sample while the other
had provisions for a total of twelve samples° The former holder
was used when only room temperature measurements were made
while the latter was used to take measurements as the temperature
30
Polypropyline beaker
Etching solution
Sample
Turntab le
30°
Figure 4.3. Diagram of the angled turntable used
for chemically polishing samples
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Figure 4.4. Lifetime measurement apparatus
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of the sample was varied between 200OK - 400OK. Both were
made of bakelite and had spring loaded brass bars to provide
pressure contact to the nickel plated ends of the sample.
The larger holder had an aluminum base, and a gear arrange-
ment was designed to allow sample selection.
The amplifier was transistorized with a frequency re-
sponse from 50 Hz to approximately IMHz and a variable gain
of i0 to i00. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of the circuit
employed. The transistors were hand picked in order to mini-
mize the equivalent short circuit input noise to the amplifier.
Power was supplied to the amplifier with a dry cell in order
to eliminate 60 Hz noise and ripple caused by an a-c operated
power supply.
The light source was the General Radio type 1531-A
electronic stroboscope, which includes a Strobotron lamp and
reflector system, an electronic pulse generator which controls
the flashing rate, and a power supply. A pulse of light at
various repitition rates can be supplied at three separate
light intensities. Figure 4.6 shows the output of the strobo-
scope attwo of three light intensities as measured by the
response of a photomultiplier tube displayed on an oscillo-
scope screen. The reflector of the lamp was enclosed in a
copper wire mesh electrostatic shield to reduce low frequency
noise from the lamp. A thin silicon filter (approximately
0.050 inches thick) was placed between the lamp and the sample
being measured so that the light frequencies with high absorp-
tion coefficient would not affect the measurements. This tends
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Figure 4.6. Light output of Strobatac. The top photo
represents 2.1 x 105 lux and the bottom
photo represents 1.2 x 106 lux at a distance
of 1 meter from the center of the beam. The
horizontal scale is 0.5_sec/div
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to make the light more monochromatic as far as the silicon
samples are concerned, in that the long wavelength photons are
absorbed in the filter, and the low absorption photons have
very little effect on the photoconductivity.
The pulse generators shown in Figure 4.4 were Dumont
Laboratories Type 404-R instruments, which provided a fifty
volt (maximum) output pulse into a fifty ohm load. The main
feature of this generator was the fact that the output pulse
could be delayed with respect to the initiation of the
instrument. The value of this function will be dis-
cussed later. The generator would be initiated either in-
ternally or externally, and a trigger pulse was also available
with a fixed five microsecond delay with respect to initiation,
so that other equipment could be triggered externally.
A circuit diagram of the exponential generator is shown
in Figure 4.7. It is a simple diode - RC circuit driven by a
pulse with a short duty cycle. The output voltage is governed
by the voltage decay of the RC network and is purely exponential
in time. The resistance is a precision ten turn Helipot manu-
factured by Beckman Instruments. The linearity of the poten-
tiometer is accurate to 1/4%, and the total resistance was
two kilohms. Precision capacitors were also used, and both
the resistance and capacitance valves were measured on a Gen-
eral Radio type 1650-A impedance bridge. The time constant of
the exponential generator is simply the resistance-capacitance
product. Figure 4.8 shows a plot of exponential time constant
versus the potentiometer setting, for a constant value of
capacitance.
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The oscilloscope was a Textronix 561-A dual trace instru-
ment with the type 3AI dual trace amplifier and type 3B3 time
base plug-in units. The frequency response of the amplifier
was from d.c. to i0 MHz and its risetime was thirty-five
nanoseconds. These characteristics were sufficient for measur-
ing lifetimes down to less than one microsecond, and the lowest
values encountered in this research were near four microseconds.
The 3AI amplifier unit allowed the examination of each separate
trace on the scope, both traces simultaneously, and the addition
or subtraction of the two traces. This feature proved to be
invaluable in measuring the lifetime.
Figure 4.4 shows how the system was arranged in order to
measure the lifetime using the oscilloscope. Pulse generator
A was initiated internally. Five microseconds after initiation,
its trigger pulse output was used to externally initiate pulse
generator B and to trigger the oscilloscope sweep. The output
pulse from generator A (attenuated 20 db) was applied to the
exponential generator, whose output was displayed on one trace
of the oscilloscope. Because of the previously mentioned vari-
able delay between the output pulse and the trigger pulse from
generator A, this exponential signal could be continuously
varied in time with respect to the point at which the scope was
triggered (or the point at which this trace appeared on the
oscilloscope screen). The fifty volt output pulse from genera-
tor B was used to trigger the Strobotac, producing a light
pulse which also could be delayed with respect to the point at
which the oscilloscope was triggered. The light pulse modulated
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the conductivity of the silicon sample. If the current flow-
ing through the sample is constant, the voltage across the
sample is proportional to the change in the conductivity, if
the change in conductivity is small (see Appendix III). The
sample voltage is amplified, and displayed on the other trace
of the oscilloscope. Note again that both voltages can be
delayed in time with respect to the point at which the oscil-
loscope is triggered, and these delays are variable externally
on each of the pulse generators. Under ideal conditions, the
voltage across the sample is exponential in time, with a time
constant equal to the lifetime of minority carriers in the
sample. Thus the two signals displayed on the oscilloscope
are exponential in time, and if the two can be accurately
matched, the minority carrier lifetime is determined from the
resistance-capacitance product of the exponential generator.
According to the IRE standards on the measurement of
minority carrier lifetime by the method of photoconductivity
decay (see Appendix I), the decay time of the photoconductivity
should be measured between 50% and i0_ of the maximum value.
This standard was adherred to throughout these experiments.
Figure 4.9 shows photographs taken from the screen of
the oscilloscipe, illustrating the techniques used to measure
the minority carrier lifetime of the sample. First, the photo-
conductive decay curve from the silicon bar is adjusted to cor-
respond to approximately six divisions on the oscilloscope
screen. The sweep is adjusted so that the signal covers as
much of the screen as possible. Next the signal from the
4O
Figure 4°9° Procedure used to measure lifetime. The top photo
shows the sample signal (the one on the left) and
the exponential signal° The top right photo shows
two matched signals. The lower left photo shows
the subtracted signals and the lower right photo
shows the subtracted signals amplified x i00
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exponential generator is adjusted so that its maximum amplitude
is at the 50% point on the photoconductive decay signal. Then
the Helipot is adjusted until the exponential generator signal
gives a best fit to photoconductive decay signal. During this
operation, the horizontal positioning of the two signals is
carried out using the variable delays in the pulse generators.
This adjustment is mandatory in obtaining a good match between
the signals. The matched traces are then examined more closely
by first expanding the sweep time scale by a factor of five
and varying the horizontal positioning of the oscilloscope.
Then the signals are subtracted (which should yield a straight
line if a perfect match exists) and the amplifier gain adjusted
to its maximum value. The Helipot is readjusted if any mis-
match occurs. Then, noting the potentiometer setting and the
capacitance value, the lifetime is read from the graphs of
Figure 4.8. The repeatability error of this measurement was
found to be less than 5_. An oscilloscope containing a counter
in the time base unit was obtained from the NASA labs at
Langely Field, Virginia. This unit had been calibrated in the
standards labs there, and when it was set up to count the life-
time, the difference between the lifetime read from the graph
and the lifetime measured by the counter was always less than
5_, and generally agreement was found to be within 3_. This
measurement was found to be accurate if the preceeding steps
were carried out on every measurement, and if care was taken
to perform the measurements in the same manner each time.
While the disadvantage of this technique is that it requires
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a great deal of human manipulation and judgement, it was felt
that these disadvantages were minor in the light of the pre-
viously discussed tests for accuracy and repeatability.
In order to study the temperature dependence of the
lifetimes measured, a Halfstrom-Thompson model HT-700W tem-
perature chamber was used. Liquid CO2 was used as the refrig-
erant, and a temperature range between 200OK - 400OK was readily
obtainable. The temperature of the sample was measured using
a chromel-alumel thermocouple, which had been calibrated in
boiling water and at room temperature with a pyrometer pro-
vided on the temperature chamber. The thermocouple voltage
was monitored with a Leeds and Northrup millivolt potentiometer.
The temperature control unit was solid state and introduced
little noise into the system. Access to the sample holder was
obtained with fifty ohm teflon coated co-axial cable through
ports provided on the temperature chamber.
4.3 Irradiation Facilities and Methods
Irradiations were carried out in a Gammacell 220 cobalt-
60 radiation source manufactured by Atomic Energy of Canada,Ltd.
Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the normalized output of the source
as a function of the energy of the gamma rays, as supplied by
the manufacturer. The manufacturer's specifications states
that a cobalt source act±vity of i,i00 curies produces a mid
point dose rate of 1 x 105 roentgens per hour of exposure time.
Due to the half life of cobalt-60 (5.39 years), the dose rate
varied during the period which the experiments were performed
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between 2.5 x 105 roentgens per hour and 1.89 x 105 roetgens
per hour. Rough calculations showed that this corresponded
to a gamma flux variation of approximately 1.4 x i0 II photons/cm 2
sec to 1.0 x i0 II protons/cm 2 sec.
To perform the irradiations each individual sample was
stored in a plastic vial which had been flushed with argon.
Then the samples were placed in a glass jar which was also
flushed with argon and then tightly sealed. The inert argon
atmosphere was used so that the ozone by-products which were
produced in the irradiation chamber would not affect the sur-
face properties of the thin filaments. Initial tests showed
that ozone could drastically change measured lifetimes if the
samples were irradiated in air. The irradiations were carried
out at room temperature for carefully measured amounts of time,
and the lifetimes were measured as soon after irradiation as
possible. Measurements taken several days after irradiation
showed that no room temperature annealing of the radiation
damage had occurred.
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CHAPTERV
5. THEORYOF BULK RECOMBINATION
5.1 Introduction
In a semiconductor crystal, excess charge carriers can
recombine by three fundamentally different mechanisms: a) direct
or band to band recombination, b) Auger, or three body recombina-
,°
tion, c) recombination through defects with energies in the for-
bidden region. The recombination process is accomplished when
an electron from the conduction band drops into an empty state
in the valence band. The potential energy of the pair is trans-
formed into some other kind of energy, and herein lies the dif-
ference between the various processes. For the band to band
process, the energy is released in the form of photons and pho-
nons, while for the Auger process the energy is given to a third
carrier causing it to make a transition to an excited state. Now,
when an electron goes from the conduction band to a localized
state in the forbidden region, the energy is released in several
forms. This energy can be in the form of photons or phonons, as
well as transfer of energy to a third carrier. Thus it could
be stated that there are only two processes by which carriers
can recombine. They would be band to band or band to flaw re-
combination, with Auger recombination treated as a special
case of either one. However, due to the basic difference in
the energy mechanism, it is often advisable to consider the
three body processes separately. Also, since only one of these
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processes will be treated in detail in this thesis, it is a
point of academic interest only.
It is quite understandable that a theoretical treatment
of the recombination processes has led to several mathematical
models for the various processes involved. A general treat-
ment of all of them would indeed be extremely complex. Thus,
one must examine both the physical situation and the mathemati-
cal model so that the relative importance of the various proc-
esses can be determined. Fortunately this has been accomplished
for many elemental and compound semiconductors. Table 5.1
(Bemski, 1958) shows that recombination through localized states
is the process which controls recombination in silicon. For
this reason, only this recombination mechanism will be treated
in detail here.
Table 5.1 Calculated values of lifetime for a band to band
process compared with experimentally measured lifetimes
Si Ge
Eg (ev)
R (cm -3 sec -I)
T rad (seconds)
T obs (seconds)
1.12 0.75
2 x 109 3°7 x 1013
3.5 0.30
< 10-2 < 10 -2
Energy gap = Eg; radiative rate of recombination = R;
calculated radiative lifetime = T rad; and obServed
lifetime T obs for Si and Ge at 300°K.
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5.2 Derivation of Recombination Rates
The first theories of recombination processes in semi-
conductors which are dominated by a single defect with an
energy in the forbidden region was developed by Hall (1951)
and Shockley and Read (1952). Their treatments were limited
by several assumptions and were valid for steady state condi-
tions only. Sandiford, (1957) and Wertheim (1958) treated
the transient case for a single level and showed that in the
limit of small defect concentrations the net recombination
rate is given by:
U = Z Uj (5.1)
J
where Uj is the recombination rate due to the j th defect. In
the same paper, Wertheim (1958) treated trapping processes,
whereby the probability of the completion of the recombination
process is much smaller than the probability of re-excitation
of the captured carrier from the flaw.
Sah and Shockley (1958) and Zhdanova et. al. (1959) have
developed a theory for multivalent flaws which can capture more
than one electron. For this multiple charge flaw, the position
of the energy level in the forbidden region depends on the
total charge of the defect, and a general treatment is very
difficult. One of the problems is the derivation of the equi-
librium and non-equilibrium distribution functions, which are
quite different from those for a monovalent defect. It is also
difficult, in general, to deduce from experimental data whether
or not the defect is in fact multivalent, or whether there are
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several monovalent flaws present. It is quite possible for
both types of defects to be present. It should be noted that
the developed theories for multivalent flaws only apply for
steady state. No transient theories have been set forth, and
thus application to photoconductive decay is impossible with
the present theories.
After a careful gleaning of these theories, it was de-
cided that, hopefully, the Shockley and Read (1952) and
Wertheim (1958) theories would be applicable. These theories
will now be derived.
The physical model to be employed is shown in Figure 5.1.
Here Ec is the conduction band edge, E r is the Shockely-Read
recombination center in the forbidden region, and E v is the
valance band edge. Process 1 represents a free electron
captured from the conduction band by the recombination center.
Process 2 shows an electron being emitted from the recombina-
tion center into the conduction band. Process 3 shows a free
hole being captured from the valence band by the recombination
center and process 4 shows a hole emitted from the recombina-
tion center into the valence band. Processes 1 and 3 result in
the annihilation of a hole-electron pair while processes 2 and
4 result in the generation of a hole-electron pair. It will be
assumed that the rate limitation is due to the availability of
electrons and holes to enter the recombination center. The re-
adjustment time of the carrier in the center will be neglected.
Thus, when an electron is captured by a recombination center,
this center is in an excited state and there exists a time lag
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E c
E r
E v
#i #2
#3 #4
Figure 5.1. Transition diagram for the one
level Shockley-Read model
5O
before it can return to the ground state. This time is assumed
to be negligibly small compared to the total time required to
complete the recombination process.
The processes shown are assumed to be governed by Fermi-
Dirac statistics. The probability that a state with energy E
will be occupied by an electron is given by
f(E) = E 1 + exp (E - Ef)] -ikT (5.2)
Likewise, the probability that the same state be occupied by
a hole is
E - Ef
fp(E) = 1 - f(E) = f(E) exp ( kT ) (5.3)
In Figure 5.1, the rate of electron capture in an energy
range dE (above Ec) is
Electron Capture = fprNr cn(E) f(E) N(E) dE (5.4)
where fpr Nr represents the number of empty recombination
centers that are able to capture electrons, f(E)N(E)dE represents
the total number of electrons in dE, and cn(E) is the probability
per unit time that an electron in this energy range will be
c aptu re d.
Similarly the rate of electron emission from the recom-
bination center to a state in dE is
Electron Emission = frNr en(E) fp(E)N(E)dE (5.5)
where en(E) is the emission constant corresponding to Cn(E).
The net rate of electron capture from dE is given by the
electron capture rate minus the electron emission rate.
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LdUcn = fpr f(E) en(E) frfp(E) _ NrN(_.)Cn(E)dE (5.6)
Cn(E)
Now, in thermal equilibrium the principle of detailed
balance requires that equationi 5.6 vanish, and thus the bracketed
quantity must vanish. Thus in thermal equilibrium
e n(E) fpr f(E) - E
- fr fp(E) -exp (ErkT ) (5.7)Cn(E)
Now, we assume that this ratio is a constant in non-thermal
equilibrium, as well as thermal equilibrium.
equation 5.6 gives
dUcn = [ 1 -exp( Efr - Efn) ] fpr f(E)NrCn(E)N(E)dE
kT
Substituting into
(5.8)
The total rate of electron capture is obtained by integrating
equation 5.8 over all conduction band states.
Ucn = E 1- exp(Efr kT'Efn)] fpr Nr _ f(E)N(E)Cn(E) dE
E c
(5.9)
Now, if we consider the case where the electron and hole distri-
butions are non-degenerate, then
and
- E) N(E) dEN c - exp (ECkT
Ec
(5.10)
n = N c exp (Efn - Ec),- (5.11)
kT
where N c is the effective density of states in the conduction
band and n is the density of conduction band electrons. Substi-
tuting equations 5.10 and 5.11 into 5.9 gives
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where
Ucn = E 1 - exp (Efr - Efn) _ fpr nNr <Cn> (5 12)kT
E exp (Efr _T-Efni)_ Cn(E)N(E) dE
E c
<Cn> - i E Ec _ E _ (5.13)exp ( kT ) N(E) dE
Ec
is defined to be the mean capture probability coefficient.
Using equations 5.11, 5.3, and 5.2, 5.12 can be further reduced
to
where
Ucn = Cnfprn - Cnf r n I (5.14)
C n _ <Cn> N r and
E
n I - Nc exp (r - E c)
kT
Note that n I represents the number of electrons in the con-
duction band when the Fermi level is at the recombination
level, E r .
The preceding treatment can be carried out for the proc-
esses 3 and 4 in Figure 5ol to obtain the net rate of hole
capture. Thus
Ucp = CpfrP - CpfprP 1 (5.15)
Now consider the steady state non-thermal equilibrium
situation. Since the readjustment time of the recombination
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center has been assumed negligible, steady state requires that
Ucp = Ucn. Then
CpfrP - CpfprPl = Cnfpr n - Cnfrnl (5.16)
Since fpr = 1 - fr, this equation can be solved for fr, giving
Cnnl + CpPl
fr = Cp(p + Pl) + Cn(n + nl) (5.17)
Also
Cpp + Cnn I
(5.18)
fpr - Cp(p + Pl) + Cn(n + nl)
The net rate of recombination of holes and electrons is U =
Ucn = Ucp. Substitution of equations 5.17 and 5.18 into either
of equations 5.14 or 5.15 yields
(pn - ni2)CnCp
U = (5.19)
Cp(p + pl ) + C n(n + n I)
with
Pono = Plnl = ni 2
5.3 The concept of Lifetime
When non-equilibrium carriers exist in a semiconductor,
there is a tendency for the carrier concentration to try to
restore itself to its equilibrium density. Experiment has
shown that while the strength of this tendency may not be
exactly proportional to the excess density, it will not usually
be far from linear in the excess density.
Now, when the excess holes and electrons are functions
of time and the spatial co-ordinates, the rate of change of
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each population can be expressed by a continuity equation (e.g.
see Blakemore, 1962). This continuity equation for excess
electrons, n(x,y,z,t) is
m
_n = gE + (g - r) + i/g _7" J (5.20)
_t n
Here gE is the net rate of transitions to the conduction band
caused by externally applied sources (e.g., light of the proper
frequency), (g - r) represents the sum of all generative proc-
esses by which electrons may be thermally excited to the con-
duction band from the valence band and from impurity states,
and Jn is the electron current density. Because the tendency
for restoration of excess carriers to equilibrium is linear in
the excess carriers, we are encouraged to replace (g - r) in
equation 5.20 by the equality
- r = - _/T ng (5.21)
The quantity T n has the dimensions of time and is usually
called the bulk electron lifetime. If we make this substitu-
tion and the decay to equilibrium is not linear in the excess
carriers, then Tn is not a constant but will be a function of
the excess carriers. Now if we assume for simplicity that we
have an infinite crystal, and that excess carriers are created
uniformly throughout this crystal, then _" _n = 0. Then
dn_ n (5.22)
dt gE - rn
This simple differential equation illustrates very well all
the concepts of both steady-state and transient lifetime. For
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example, when generation is maintained until a steady state is
established, d_/d t = 0 and
Tns.s. = n/gE (5.23)
This is the steady state bulk electron lifetime; simply the
excess electron density divided by the excess generation re-
quired to maintain it. For the Shockley-Read model, the excess
generation is just the quantity U derived in equation 5.19. If
we assume that n = p, which requires that the charge due to the
changing concentration of the recombination center is negli-
gible, then U can be written as:
CnCp _ (Po + no + _)
U-
Cp(Po + Pl + P) + Cn(no + nl + _)
(5.24)
From equation 5.23
Tns.s" = Tps.s" = T s =oSo
Cp(Po + Pl + _) + Cn(no + nl + _)
Define
-i
Tpo = Cp
CnCp (no + Po + _)
Then
(5.25)
Tno= Cn -I (5.26)
Ts.s. + pl + __) + Tpo(p O + nl + _)TnO(po+pO no n o (5.27)
Note that in general this lifetime is a function of the excess
carriers. However, note that
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lim Ts. = To ( +n _0 s. =Tno + no Tpo + no) (5.28)
Then for small excess densities the lifetime is independent of
the excess carriers. This is the case that used exclusively
throughout this thesis.
An examination of equation 5.28 shows that it is quite
temperature dependent, mainly through the quantities PI' Po'
n I, and no . It will be instructive to examine this temperature
dependence. First let us examine the temperature dependence of
the various concentrations. Thus
- Ec
nl = Nc exp(Er kT )
m
Pl = Nc exp( Ev kT Er') (5.29)
with N c N T3/2, Nv N T3/2
A simple model for the electron and hole concentrations is
derived in Blakemore (1962) and will be considered here.
Figure 5.2 shows the temperature variation of n o and Po as
obtained from this model, as well as the variation of n I and Pl
from equation 5.29. The T 3/2 variation of N c and N v has been
neglected. Using these results, Figure 5°3 shows the variation
of equation 5.28 with inverse temperature for the case of a
p-type semiconductor with a recombination center in the lower
half of the gap, and with Tno < Tp o. The following equation
will also prove to be very useful during the temperature range
where the majority carrier concentration is constant.
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Case II: no _ Nd >> Po' Pl >> nl
Pl
T o _ Tpo + Tno • no
Case III: Po _ Na >> no' nl >> Pl
nl
To _ Tn° + TP° " P7
Case IV: Po _ Na >> no' Pl >> nl
pl
T O _ Tno(l + --_)
Po
It thus appears that all these various cases should have
a temperature dependence of the form
To = A + BT 3/2 exp(- C/T) (5.30)
If this equation can be fitted to the experimental data, informa-
tion can be obtained about the position of the recombination
center in the forbidden region.
5.4 Transient Lifetime
Because the experimental techniques utilized in this
thesis are basically transient in nature, the steady state
lifetime derived in section 5.3 does not, in general, apply
here. However, it can be shown that under certain conditions,
the transient lifetime is identically equal to the steady
state lifetime of Shockley-Read.
time.
gE = 0.
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Before proceeding, let us first define transient life-
In equation 5.22, the transient condition exists when
Then
d_
dt - - Tn (transient) (5.31)
and
Tn (transient) = _ _(t)d_(t)
dt
(5.32)
Thus, the general instantaneous transient lifetime can be oh-
tained from a solution of the excess carriers as a function
of time.
Let us return to equations 5.14 and 5.15.
Ucn = Cnfpr n - Cnfrn I
Ucp + CpfrP - CpfprP 1 (5.33)
Making the substitutions Cp = CpNr, C n = CnNr, Nr o = fprNr '
N? = frNr these equations become
Ucn = CnnNr o - CnnlN _
Ucp = Cpp_7 - _pPlNr° (5.34)
Here Nr° represents the number of recombination centers that
are not occupied by electrons and N_ represents the number of
centers that are occupied. If we now write these equations in
terms of the equilibrium values and their instantaneous depar-
tures from equilibrium, we obtain
Ucn = Cn (no + _) (NrO + ANrO ) - nl(n _ + AN_)J
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Uc p = C_p _ (Po + P)(N_ + AN_) - Pl(Nr ° + ANr°)
(5.35)
Since the total number of recombination centers is a constant,
_N r = _Nr ° + _N_ = 0. Also the condition of charge neutrality
requires that n = p + &Nr °. Making these substitutions and
using the fact that
PlNr ° = PoNr
nlN _ = noNr °
equation 5.35 becomes
Ucn = c n _ (no + n I +
Ucp = Cp t(po + Pl + N_)p - (Po + Pl )H - np + _2
Also we have that
(5.36)
NrO)_ _ (n o + nl)_ _ 5_ + _2 ]
(5.37)
Ucn = - dn/dt
Ucp = - d_/dt (5.38)
The differential equations that result are
_ d--{=dn cn E(no + n I + NrO)H - (n o + nl) _ - H_ + H2 _j
Edp=dt Cp (Po + Pl + Nr)P - (Po + Pl) H -nP + 92_
Obviously these equations are highly non-linear. However,they
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can be made linear for the case of low level injection, i.e.,
<< no + n!; P << Po + PI" Then the differential equations
that govern the decay of excess carriers become
dtdff= Cn [(no + nl + NrO)H _ (no + nl)_
- _ = Cp (Po + Pl + Nr)P - (Po + Pl )H (5.39)
To get these equations into a pleasing mathematical form, make
the following substitutions
y=
= _(Po + Pl +Nr)
_= Cn(n O + n I + Nr O)
(Streetman, 1966).
x=_
8 = Cp (Po + Pl )
= Cn(n O + n I)
Let
Then we have
 y-oxdt
dx
- d-_ = _x - 8y (5.40)
These equations can be solved by the use of Laplace Transforms
with respect to time. Let
L { y(t)} = Y(s)
L { x(t) } : X (S) (5.41)
Then, the transformed equations become
(s + _) Y(s) - _:X(S) = y(0 +)
- _ Y(s) + (s + _) x(s) = x(O +) (5.42)
Solving simultaneously for X(s) obtain
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or
X(s) = _y(0+) + (s +_f)X(0+)
(s + + ) -
X(s) = By(0+) + (s + _') X(0+)
(s + Sl)(s + s2)
(5.43)
(5.44)
where s I and s 2 are found from the roots of the characteristic
equation, s 2 + (_ +_)s + (_W - _@) = 0. X(s) can be written
as
X(s) - A + B (5.45)
s + s I s + s 2
where A and B are independent of s.
Then
X(t) = L -1 _X(s)_
L-- J
or
X(t) = Ae-Sl t + Be-S2 t
X(t) = Ae-t/Tl + Be-t/T2 (5.46)
Instead of the common quadractic formula let us use the equiva-
lent form
Thus
or
1 = F - 2C _ (5.47)Sl'2 - TI,2 - L b + / b 2 - 4ac
= b + / b 2 _ 4ac (5.48)
TI, 2 2C
(_ + _) + /(_ + %-)2 _ 4(_- _8) (5.49)
TI, 2 = 2(_ _ - _8)
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1 (_ +_') _ +_" /
TI,2 - 2 (_'6"- (_8) + 2((_'- (_)/ 1 -
which can be written as
(_ +_)2
(5.50)
,i +--_ 1 - R)
TI,2 To 2
(5.51)
where
+ _ (5.52)
TO = _ V - _8
In order for the decay of excess carriers to be a single expo-
nential requires that R << l, which in turn requires that
_ - _8 << _ +_ • With respect to the carrier densities,
this requires that N_ << Po + Pl and Nr ° << n o + n 1. This can
be stated as a single condition that N r << n o + Po + Pl + nl"
For gamma ray induced recombination centers, this will in gen-
eral be true, if the exposure rate is kept low. This condition
will always be true in the experiments involved in this research.
Thus
T 1 = T o and
(t) = Ae-t/To (5.53)
The n
CnNr (N_ + Po + Pl) + 1 (NrO + no + nl )
c pN r (5.54)
T O =
NrO N_
no + Po +
Nr
1
and for the assumptions made
Tno(P o + Pl ) + Tpo(n O + n I) (5.55)
T O
no + Po
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This is exactly the steady state lifetime as derived by Shockely
and Read, and the fact that the transient and steady state life-
times are equal (and thus the recombinations rates are equal)
will prove very useful in the discussion and derivation of the
surface recombination effects.
.CHAPTER VI
THEORY OF SURFACE RECOMBINATION
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6.1 Introduction
As mentioDed in Chapter II, a crystal surface represents
a termination of the periodicity of the lattice, and thus is a
crystal defect. There are broken co-valent bonds for the
surface atoms, and the surface of a crystal is highly susceptible
to variations in the properties of the ambient to which it is
exposed. In general, a semiconductor surface will be covered
by several monolayers of foreign matter. In the case of
silicon, this is usually silicon-dioxide (SiO2). One might
expect the study of semiconductor surfaces to be a study of
interface phenomena, and this is indeed the case. One of the
most important manifestations of the semiconductor-ambient
interface is the variation of the electrostatic potential
associated with the transition from one medium to the other.
This is the controlling factor for many of the electronic
properties of semiconductors surfaces, for the potential
variation may extend a considerable distance into the bulk.
To say that the surface can be taken into account
through boundary conditions when one is interested in studying
bulk properties alone would be a gross simplification, both
from the quantum-mechanical and the device viewpoint. However,
this would indeed be desirable_ and it is possible to do so if
one is very careful in defining the term mboundary conditions n.
This point will be discussed later in this chapter.
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There are two types of surfaces to be studied from an
experimental viewpoint. One could purposely introduce a thick
layer (thousands of angstroms) of foreign matter on a semi-
conductor surface, or one could examine a mfreeK surface which
has been exposed only to some ambient. The former would be of
interest because devices are subjected to various chemical and
thermal processes during manufacture, and it is imperative to
know how these processes effect a given device's performance.
The latter is of interest when the effect of the free surface
on the bulk properties is to be examined, or when the effect of
the surface on a bulk device is to be taken into account (by
the use of boundary conditionsj for example). In this thesis
the latter case is the one that will be examined and discussed,
since it is the case that is experimentally tractable by
photoconductive decay.
6.2 The Surface Space Charge Region
Because of the use of several terms and definitions
later on in the chapter, it is advisable to discuss the
mathematical theory of the variation of the electrostatic
potential near the surface of a semiconductor which, through
Poisson's equation, results in a space charge region.
The space charge region at the surface of a semi-
conductor can be produced by an external electric field, by
placing the semiconductor in intimate contact with another
solid of a different work function, or by the presence of
localized states in the forbidden region near the surface.
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Experimental results lead to the conclusion that the surface
space charge region in silicon and germanium is influenced
almost completely by the presence of surface states (Bardeen,
1947). However, the mathematics with respect to the semi-
conductor will be the samej irrespective of the method used
to create the space charge region.
Figure 6.1 shows an energy band diagram in thermal
equilibrium for the case of an n-type semiconductor with a
depletion region near the surface (i.e. the electron con-
centration is smaller near the surface than in the bulk.)
The quantities to be used are defined in this figure. The
electron and hole concentrations can be written as
[- _ Ef-Ein o = Ncexp (Ec-Ef) .exp ( _-_ ) = niex p q_ (x)kT = n i kT
[Ev-Ef_ [ Ef-Ei) _ . _-q@ (x)= exp = n exp )Po = Nvexp L _ _ nl - ( _ i " kT
(6.1)
where q@(x) = Ef-E i is the defining equation for the elec-
trostatic potential, @(x) . Thus
nbo = n.lexp (k_T)
Pbo = n.lexp (-k-_T) (6.2)
The electrostatic potential is obtained from a
solution of Poisson's equation
d2 (x)
2
dx c (6.3)
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Figure 6.1. Energy band diagram at the surface of a
semiconductor
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where p(x) is the total charge density. Here p(X) = q(N d -
Na + Po - no) if we assume that the donor and acceptor atoms
are completely ionized. Also_ we know that in the bulk p = o
which implies N d - N a = nbo - Pbo" Thusj N d - N a = 2nisinhU b
where U b is defined as
Ub q_b ( or u g_ ) (6 4)
- kT = kT
Since n
o - Po = 2n.lsinhu, Poisson's equation becomes
d2u 1
dx 2 L. 2
l
(sinhu - sinhU b) (6.5)
where L i = (¢kT/2q2ni)½ is called the intrinsic Debye
length. If we make the substitution y = du/dx, then
equation (6.5) becomes
_u = _ (sinhu- sinhU b)2
L.
l
(6.6)
This equation can be integrated once. By noting that the
d (x)
electric field in the X direction is given by E = - dx
we can obtain the following expression for the field
E (X) = +,_/2 (q--_i) (Ub-U) sinhU b- (coshUb-COshu)
(6.7)
The plus sign is used for u<U b and the minus sign for u>U b-
A concise representation for equation (6.7) is
kT=+ (6.8)
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F(u,U b) has been tabulated by Mattauch et. al., (1965) for
various values of U b. To obtain the electrostatic potential
variation for the general case requires that equation (6.8)
be integrated numerically. Thus the equation in normalized
form
du
dx = _ L i F(U, Ub ) (6.9)
must be integrated numerically. This has been done (Many et.
al., 1965) and some results are shown in Figure 6.2.
It should be noted that when free carriers are included
du
in Poisson's equation, dx ' approaches zero only as X
approaches infinity, and thus the width of the space charge
region is infinite. However, for all practical purposes, one
can define the bulk of the semiconductor at the point where
the rate of change with distance of the electric field is
arbitrarily small, so that space charge neutrality holds.
This can be done by defining the bulk to be that point where
the change in the electrostatic potential over a distance
_ becomes less than kT/q.
6.3 The Concept of Surface Recombination Velocity
When discussing experiments or devices employing semi-
conductor materials, it is customary to attribute to the
surface of the material a surface recombination velocity.
This is intended to represent a condition at the surface
whereby it appears that excess carriers produced in the
semiconductor flow into the surface with a velocity which is
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characteristic of the surface. Thus, for electrons flowing
into a surface at X = O, this condition could be written
Jn(O) = + qn(o)S (6.10)
where S is the surface recombination velocity. In essence
this says that the effects of the surface on the carrier
distributions can be replaced by a boundary condition. For
this situation where there exist diffusion currents only,
equation (6.10) becomes
-qDn_l x=o = -qn (o) S (6. ii)
or d_l x=o
S/D = (6.12)
n n(o)
This should be compared to the definition for transient
lifetime.
The true meaning of surface recombination is more far
reaching than the above simple definition. However, using
this definition allows the solution of a large class of
device problems in a very general manner by providing
sufficient boundary conditions.
One should again realize that excess carriers created
in the material recombine in the bulk, at the surface, and
in the space charge region near the surface. Experiment
shows that this recombination takes place through defects in
the forbidden gap. Thus one could say that surface recombination
encompasses both the true recombination at the surface and the
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recombination in the space charge region as viewed from the
bulk. Consider the continuity equation for electrons in the
space charge region.
5n (x) + 1 dJn(x)
5-_ = qe -Ucn q dx
(6.13)
If we assume steady state and qe = O, then
L L L
dJ n(x) = q _ Ucn(X)dx = q _ U(x)dx
o o o
(6.14)
where X = O and X = L are the limits of the space charge
region. Integrating we have
L
Jn(L) - Jn(O) = q _oU( x)dx
(6.15)
This equation can be written in terms of the surface
recombination velocity as
L
qn(L)S = Jn(O) + q _ U(x)dx
o
(6.16)
In the presently accepted theories of surface
recombination velocity, it is generally assumed that Jn(O)_O
and thus equation (6.16) becomes
L
1
_o u
S = - (x) dx
n b
(6.17)
or by the use of the Mean Value Theroem:
S =_ 0 <_ < L
n b ' _ _
(6.18)
In the limit, as the space charge region width becomes small
equation (6.18) becomes
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u(o)
S = _ (6.19)
This is used as the defining equation for the surface
recombination velocity. For germanium_ this model ylelds
good agreement with experimental results (Many et.alo, 1965).
For silicon the results are not quite as satisfactory and
very few experimental results have been obtained. Later in the
chapter, refinements of the theory of surface recombination
velocity will be made. It will be instructive at that time
to be familiar with the present theories_ and these will be
derived now.
Let us go back to the rate equations derived in
Chapter V. At the surface these equations become
Ucn = c _n (Nrs-n)-nlnr_n s rs s
Ucp c ) (6 20)p sn -Pl (Nrs -nrs rs
where now the quantities N and n represent the total
rs rs
number of surface recombination centers (cm -2) and the number
of recombination centers filled with electrons (cm-2),
respectively.
for n gives
rs
Again, in steady state U = U
cn cp _
and solving
c n + c pl
n s p
n = N
rs Cn(ns+n l) + Cp(Ps+p l) rs (6.21)
Substitution of this result back into equation (6.20) gives
c c (nsP s - nboPbo)U =U = U _ n p Nrs
cn cp Cn(n s ÷ nl ) + Cp(p s ÷ pl ) (6°22)
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If the quasi-Fermi levels are continuous throughout the space
charge region, then nsPs = nbPb (Lade_ 1962). Equation
(6.20) becomes
U = CnCpnb(nb° + Pbo +nb) " Nrs
c n(n s + nl) + Cp(Ps +Pl ) (6.23)
Then from equation (6.19)
U c c - Nn p (nbo+Pbo+nb) rs
S - _ - Cn(nso+nl+n s) + Cp (Pso+Pl+_s) (6.24)
is the expression for the surface recombination velocity for
a single recombination center in the forbidden region. In
general nb << Pbo + nbo so that
1
S
c (nso+n I) + c (Pso+Pl)
n p
CnC p(nbo+pbo) - Nrs
+
c n + -
n s CpPs
CnC p (nbo+Pbo) - Nrs
or
1 1
S S
O
+ f(ns' Ps )
For low level injection S _ SO . Thus
S = S
O
CnC p (nbo + Pho ) Nrs
Cn(nso + n I) + c (Pso + Pl )P
If we now make the following substitutions
= n.exp(Us)nso 1 n
PSO = niexp(-Us)
u O = In(cp/Cn)½
Pl niexpE- Er-Ei= ( )]
(6.25)
(6.26)
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the surface recombination velocity becomes
/_nCp (nbo + Pb, o ) Nrs
S° = 2ni [cosh(us-n O) + cosh(Er-Ei - u ) ] (6.27)
kT o
It should be noted that this is a bell-shaped curve centered
about a maximum when u s = Uo_ or
/c c (5o0 + ) N
S = n p Pho rs (6.28)
max 2n. [cosh(Er -E'l - u ) + 1 ]
i kT o
Then normalizing S to S gives
max
cosh (Er-E
i - Uo) + i
kT
S/Sma x = Er-E i (6.29)
cosh(us-U o) + cosh( kT u )O
Figure 6.3 shows a plot of S/Sma x vs. u s
E -E.
r 1
the parameter (kT u ) = ut-uO O
for various values of
6.4 A Complete Model for Surface Recombination Velocity
In this section a complete model for surface recombination
velocity will be derived which includes recombination in the
space charge region.
Consider an energy band diagram near the surface of a
semiconductorj such as shown in Figure 6.1. The surface is
at X = 0 and at X = L the electrostatic potential variation
is less than kT/q from the bulk value. The continuity
equation is valid in the space charge region, and in one
dimension is
_n 1 dJ n
_-_ = ge + (g-r) + _ _ (6.30)
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We will assume steady state and no external generation so that
ge = O. Then
dJ
___nn = = (x) (6 31)dx q (g-r) q Ucn
where U is the net rate of recombination of electrons from
cn
the conduction band to the recombination center. But as
shown in Chapter V, U = U = U in steady state.
cn cp
Integrating equation (6.31) over the space charge region
yields L
Jn(L) = Jn(O) + q _ U(x)dx
_o
(6.32)
which in terms of the true surface recombination velocity for
electrons at X = O, and the effective surface recombination
velocity for electrons at X = L is
L
qn(L)Snef f = q n(o) Sn(O) + q SoU(X)dx
(6.33)
Solving for Snef f gives
n(o) Sn(O) +Sneff = H(L)
_(L)
(6.34)
An expression for S (o) can be derived from the rate
n
equations of the Shockley-Read model. At the surface X = O_
these equations are
- N °
Ups = CpsPsNrs - CpsPls rs
n N ° - c n -
Uns = Cns s rs ns isNrs (6.35)
Now, we define the following surface recombination velocities
at the surface (these velocities are the true surface
recombination velocities).
u = s
ps p
u = s
ns n
Then
D
N °
Sp(O)p(o) = CpsNrsPs-CpsPls rs
- n N °
Sn(°)n(°) = -ensn!sNrs + Cns s rs
8O
(6.36)
(6.37)
Since a recombination center with a discrete energy in the
forbidden region has been assumed, we have the condition that
m
Nrs = Nrs + N °rs (6.38)
Equation (6.37) can then be solved for N
rs
and S (o). This result is
P
m _
N = SP(°)CnsP(°) (ns+nls) + Sn(°)Cpsn(°) (Ps+P!s
rs CpsCns(nsPs - n.12)
in terms of S (o)
n
(6.39)
Also, since in steady state Uns = Ups , then S p(o) = S n(o).p n
Thus
S. (o)_(o)[c (ns+nl) + cn ns s ps (Ps+Pls)
Nrs CpsCns(nsP s - n.12) (6.40)
and
4 CpsC N (nbPb-ni2)
S (p) - ns rs
n n(o) [Cns(n s + nls ) + Cps(Ps ÷Pls)_ (6.41)
where we have assumed Psns = Pbnb . This is the quasi-
equilibrium approximation mentioned previously in section 6.3.
By expanding the expression in parenthesis in the numerator of
equation (6.41), and invoking mass action (noPo = n'2)l and
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assuming low level injection, we have
CpsCnsNrs (PbQ + n]_Q)
_(L) Sn(O) = (6 42)Cns (nso + nls) + Cps(Pso + Pls ) °
This is precisely the result for surface recombination velocity
obtained in equation (6.26) by neglecting recombination in the
space charge region and using the definition of equation (6.19).
It can now be stated that the effective surface recombination
velocity given by equation (6.34) is the sum of two components;
one due to recombination at the true surface, and the other due
to recombination in the space charge region near the surface of
the semiconductor. This is a very enlightening and useful
result; especially considering the fact that the technique
used to derive this result is general, and a minimum of assump-
tions has been made.
6°5 Evaluation of the Integral for
Recombination in the Space
Charge Region
In general, the integral of equation (6.34) must be
evaluated numerically. However, an approximation to this
integral when the surface is in depletion and slight inversion
as derived by Hauser (1965), lends itself to useful analytical
examination. Hauser has shown that
L
U(x) dx
o
(p_n b - ni2) L
Tpon I + TnoP 1 + (Tpo + Tno) Pb_b
(6°43)
Using the fact that Tpo = (CpNr)-i and Tno= (CnNr)-I
assuming low level injection, then
, and
L
1 _ U(X) dx
_(n) o
0
/CpsCns Nr (Pbo + nbo) L
2ni[cosh (Urs - Uos) + cosh Uos 3
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(6.44)
where Urs = (Ers-Eis_/kT and Uos = 1/2 in Cps/Cns. This ex-
pression is a function of surface potential through L, the
width of the space charge region. An expression for L can be
derived for the conditions of depletion and slight inversion
at the surface. In this situation, p-n << N d - N a for n-type
material. Then, Poisson's equation becomes
- qNd
0 < x < L (6.45)dx 2 CrCo , _ _
subject to the boundary conditions
(L) = @b
d-_ I =0dx x=L
(6.46)
The solution of this equation is
- -qNd (x - L) 2 + @b
@(x) 2CrCo
(6.47)
This equation defines the electrostatic potential as the
surface X = 0. For then
qNd L2 = @b - @s' @s < @b
2Cre o
(6.48)
which in the notation of section 6.2 becomes
2kTCrCo ½
L = ( q2 Nd ) (Ub- Us)½ Us < U_b (6.49)
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(2kTCrC°)½ has the units of length and is called
The quantity q_Nd
the extrinsic Debye length, Ld. Figure 6.4 shows a plot of
Ld as a function of carrier concentration for silicon at 300°K.
Thus
L
1 /CpsCns Nr(P_o + n_o)LD(Ub - Us)½
S r - _(_) _ U(x)dx - 2n i [cosh (u r - Uos) + cosh Uos ]
o
(6.50)
for u s _ u b. Then, the complete model for surface recombina-
tion at low injection levels can be stated as
Sef f = S o + S r (6.51)
where S O is defined by equation 6.27 and S r is defined by
equation 6.50. Figure 6.5 shows the effects of recombination
in the space charge region for several combinations of param-
eters. In these figures the parameter
K = // cnrcpr Nr
¢Cns Cps Nrs
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CHAPTER VII
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
7.1 Introduction
During the course of the experiments, a total of forty-
five samples were used in the measurements. The results were
consistant from sample to sample, and correlation of the data
was good. To reduce the amount of graphs presented, this
thesis will describe data taken on a representative number of
samples: six n-type and six p-type. The resistivity of these
samples was nominally one hundred ohm cm as specified by the
manufacturer. In all cases the material was received in ingot
form and had been prepared by the manufacturer using the float-
ing zone technique.
The data that is not presented in graphical form here
can be obtained elsewhere (see Littlejohn and Lade, 1965).
All gamma irradiations were carried out in a Co 60 Gamma
Cell in Nelson Hall on the N. C. State University campus. Pre-
and post-irradiation measurements were made in the Solid State
w
Device Laboratory located in Daniels Hall.
7.2 Preliminary Experiments
In order to first determine the variations in bulk life-
time and surface recombination velocity, two bulk samples and
five thin filaments were prepared. The standard preparation
technique previously described in Chapter IV was not adhered
to. All the thin filaments were lapped with #i00 grit, and
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two of them were etched in a 95% HN03 and 5% HF solution for
fifteen minutes. The ambient was also changed during each
irradiation.
The first irradiation was carried out in a forming gas
atmosphere (95_o N 2, 5_o H2). There was a marked reduction in
the value of bulk lifetime for both samples, the change being
at least two orders of magnitude in each case. There was like-
wise a reduction in the surface recombination velocity for the
five thin filaments, the percentage changes being greater for
the filaments that were not etched. Also, the pre-irradiation
values of S for these samples were at least a factor of two
greater than those for the etched filaments.
The second irradiation was carried out in an argon at-
mosphere, and again the bulk lifetime decreased. However, the
percentage change was much less, being on the order of 25_o for
both samples. An examination of the values of surface recom-
bination showed that S continued to decrease for the etched
samples, but increased with semi-blasted surfaces.
The third irradiation was carried out in air and the
bulk lifetime continued to decrease. The percentage change
from the second irradiation was greater than 50_o for both
samples. Also, the value of surface recombination velocity
decreased for each of the thin filaments, the total change be-
ing greater than 75_o in each case. This illustrates the ad-
verse effect on the surface velocity for irradiations carried
out in an oxidizing atmosphere.
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Due to the fact that three samples showed a marked in-
crease in surface recombination velocity between the first and
second irradiations, and the fact that the data taken when the
samples were irradiated in air deviated drastically from the
rest of the data, an extrapolation procedure was carried out
in hopes of predicting results if the third irradiation had
been carried out in a non-oxidizing atmosphere. First the bulk
lifetime data was plotted and a smooth curve drawn through the
points corresponding to the first and second irradiations.
This yielded a predicted value for the bulk lifetime in an
non-oxidizing atmosphere, and this value was used to correct
the measured values of S for the third irradiation. The cor-
rected values showed an increase over the values for the second
irradiation in every case. For these measurements, it was de-
cided to carry out all further irradiations in an argon
atmosphere.
Next, a set of three bulk samples and nine thin filaments
were prepared from n-type material. The standard surface prep-
aration procedure was followed and bulk lifetime and surface
recombination velocity measured as a function of irradiation
dosage. Figure 7.1 shows the results for bulk lifetime varia-
tions and Figure 7.2 shows the variation of surface recombina-
tion velocity for a typical set of samples.
In each case the bulk lifetime decreased drastically upon
initial irradiation and then continued to decrease slowly with
additional irradiation. This is explained by using the Shockley
89
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Figure 7. i. Bulk lifetime vs. integrated gamma dosage for
n-type material
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Read model and assuming that the number of irradiation induced
defects vary linearly with irradiation dosage.
Surface recombination velocity is seen to exhibit a rela-
tive minimum as the irradiations are carried out. Figure 7.2
shows one exception, in which S decreased after a fourth irradi-
ation. However, it should be pointed out that the injection
level had to be reduced in order to eliminate a characteristic
"hump" that appeared in the decay curve after several irradi-
ations. The decrease is due to a change in experimental con-
ditions, and the effect was eliminated in further experiments
by carrying our all measurements at lower injection levels.
In computing the values of bulk lifetime and surface re-
combination velocity, it was assumed that the minority carrier
diffusion constant did not vary with irradiations. The Hall
Effect measurements which were reported by Little john and Lade
(1965) verified this assumption.
Next, three bulk samples and nine thin filaments were
prepared from p-type material and irradiations carried out in
the same manner as before. Some typical results are shown in
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 for bulk lifetime and surface recombination
velocity variations. The bulk lifetime in p-type silicon de-
creased upon initial irradiation, the percentage decrease being
approximately 20-40_o for the various samples. This should be
compared with the initial two orders of magnitude decrease for
n-type material.
After the initial irradiation, the bulk lifetime for
p-type silicon continued its gradual decrease and approached
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a constant value which was never more than one-half of its pre-
irradiated value.
The surface recombination velocity was also a slowly vary-
ing function of irradiation; its value increased monotonically
with increasing irradiation for all samples.
Some problems did arise when making ohmic contacts to
p-type material by the electroless nickel plating technique
described in Chapter IV. Samples with non-ohmic contacts
exhibited a slight decrease in surface recombination velocity
upon initial irradiation. As a result, the technique described
for applying ohmic contacts given in Chapter IV was optimized,
and no further problems with contacts resulted.
With these preliminary room temperature measurements
made, the temperature dependence of the bulk and surface life-
times was examined. The techniques and equipment which were
utilized were described in Chapter IV_
Before irradiations were made, the annealing properties
of gamma induced defects in n- and p-type silicon were examined
to obtainan upper bound on the temperature variations after
the samples had been irradiated. Several samples which had
been previously irradiated to a total exposure of 1.0 x 106
roentgens were annealed at various temperatures for between
five and fifteen minutes, and then cooled back to room tempera-
ture. The pre- and post anneal lifetimes gave an indication of
the fraction of defects that had been annealed from the lattice.
These tests showed that gamma induced defects in n-type silicon
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started to anneal at approximately 130°C while those in p-type
silicon annealed at between ll0OC and 125°C.
Measurements were taken on one bulk sample and one thin
filament between room temperature and 300°C for various irradi-
ation exposures. This data has been presented in NASA report
NsG-588-4. The results indicated that the gamma rays intro-
duced into the bulk a defect approximately 0.4 eV below the
conduction band edge. This defect position in the forbidden
region did not vary, within experimental error, for various
irradiation doses.
However, at the surface, the defect appeared at 0.25 eV
above the valence band edge upon initial irradiation, and this
position varied as the irradiations proceeded. The level
seemed to approach the valence band edge as the irradiation
dose increased. This effect was unexpected. It could be
postulated that the gamma irradiation changes the surface
potential but has no effect on the bulk electrostatic potential.
Also, some of the parameters in the equations could have tem-
perature dependences that have not been accounted for. This
phenomena will be discussed further in section 7°4.
7.3 Final Measurements - Bulk Lifetime
Armed with this information, six n-type and six p-type
(two bulk samples and four thin filaments each) samples were
prepared and bulk and surface lifetimes were measured as a
function of temperature for several values of gamma ray dosage.
Surface recombination velocity measurements were calculated at
room temperature for the various irradiation exposures.
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Table 7.1 shows the data obtained from computer curve
fits to the experimentally determined values of bulk and sur-
face lifetimes versus temperature for various values of gamma
dosage.
Figures 7.5 through 7.14 show the data taken on the n-
type bulk samples for the various irradiations. The results
of the computer curve fit indicates that a deep level with an
energy separation of about 0.4 eV below the conduction band
edge is created by the gamma irradiation. Contrary to results
reported by others (Glaenzer and Wolf, 1965 and Hewes, 1966),
there did not appear to be a second level which had any influ-
ence on the lifetime measurements in the i00 ohm cm n-type
material. Glaenzer and Wolf did not examine material with
resistivity quite this high. They used 30 and 70 ohm cm mate-
rial and located another defect with an energy level at .17 eV
below the conduction band edge. They identified this level to
be the so called "A center" which is associated with a substi-
tutional oxygen, atom in the lattice (Watkins and Corbett, 1961
and Sonder and Templeton, 1960). Hewes also saw the effects of
this level in material with resistivity less than 70 ohm cm,
but in material with resistivity greater than this value the
effects of this level were of second order. He came to the
conclusion that it was very likely that only one type of defect
was present in the crystal, this being the level at Ec-0.40 eV.
Also, he stated that the parameters of the level at Ec-0.17 eV
appeared to be determined more by the original estimate required
Table 7.1
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Energy levels obtained from computer curve fits to
experimentally determined values of bulk and surface
lifetimes vs. reciprocal temperature
Sample
Position of
Irradi- defect in Tpo Tno
ation forbidden (_sec) (_sec)
region
INA58-7
Pre Ev + .190 81.2 (.571)
ist Ec - .335 41.8 -
2nd Ec - .465 27.6 -
3rd Ec - .404 22.4 -
4th Ec - .427 21.7 -
5th Ec - .372 19.1 -
6th Ec - .409 16.0 -
INA58-8
Pre Ev + .068 13.5
ist Ec - .417 49°5
2nd Ec - .423 31.2
3rd Ec - .404 23.0
4th Ec - .407 21.9
5th Ec - .426 20.0
6th Ec - .406 15.8
1.68 x 10-8sec.
3/4 5-1
Pre Ev + .104 21.9
Ist Ev + .240 38.3
2nd Ev + .107 29.7
3rd Ev + .074 37.3
4th Ev + .163 29.9
5th Ev + .302 20.1
6th Ev + .291 20.3
3.45 x 10-9sec.
.155
3.59 x 10-9sec.
1.64 x 10-9sec.
27.2 x 10-9sec.
1.55
1.05
3/4 5-2
Pre Ev + .132 27.7
ist Ev + .281 44oi
2nd Ev + .161 52.4
3rd Ev + .135 56o6
4th Ev + .073 20.2
5th Ev + .287 31_i
6th Ev + 284 20.1
6.89 x 10-9sec.
.561
1.47 x 10-8sec.
1.12 x 10-8sec.
2.81 x 10-9sec
1.69 x 10-6sec.
1.57 x 10-6sec.
1 NA 3/4 5-3
Pre Ev + .162 27.4
ist Ev + .158 40.3
2nd Ev + .096 38.0
3rd Ev + .027 29.8
4th Ev + .296 56.4
5th Ev + .247 35.8
6th Ev + .265 22.5
2.04 x 10-8sec.
i.ii x 10-8sec.
2.26 x 10-9sec.
3.93 x 10-10sec.
8.2 x 10-7sec.
.296
.592
Continued
Table 7. i. Continued
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Position of
Sample Irradi- defect in TP O Tno
ation forbidden (_sec) (_sec)
reqion
INA 3/4 5-4
Pre Ev ÷ .152 34.9
ist Ev + .256 54.3
2nd Ev + .143 51.0
3rd Ev + .052 46.1
4th Ev + .099 30.0
5th Ev + .246 36.3
6th Ev + .247 23.1
1.5 x 10-8sec.
.146
1.34 x 10-8sec.
.904 x 10-10sec.
4.92 x 10-9sec.
.301
.406
1PA58-5
Pre Ev + .064 .507
1st Ev + .117 133
2nd Ev + .188 191
3rd Ev + .190 177
4th Ev + .178 166
5th Ev + .200 173
6th Ev + .193 145
m
B
m
I
1PA58-6
Pre Ev + .097 44.8
1st Ev + .129 133
2nd Ev + .162 151
3rd Ev + .179 148
4th Ev + .192 147
5th Ev + .161 138
6th Ev + .182 122
m
n
B
m
1PA 3/4 5-1
Pre Ec - .067 8.45
1st Ec - .235 13.5
2nd Ec - .230 14.7
3rd Ec - .198 14.3
4th Ec - .184 14.0
5th Ec - .161 13.8
6th Ec - .229 13.0
9.82 x 10-10sec.
.ll0
8.8 x 10-8sec.
2.98 x 10-8sec.
4.71 x 10-8sec.
1.57 x 10-8sec.
1.23 x 10-7sec.
IPA 3/4 5-2
Pre Ec - .142 10.3
ist Ec - .318 ll.1
2nd Ec - .272 ll.8
3rd Ec - .186 i0.2
4th Ec - .168 9.92
5th Ec - .189 9.58
6th Ec - .123 8.74
5.5 x 10-9sec.
.202
.799
1.82 x 10-8sec.
1.21 x 10-8sec.
2.51 x 10-8sec.
3.60 x 10-9sec.
Continued
Table 7. i. Continued
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Sample
IPA 3/4 5-3
Irradi-
ation
Position of
defect in
forbidden
region
Pre
ist
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
Ec - . 083
Ec - .237
Ec - . 170
Ec - . 142
Ec - . ll8
Ec - . 126
Ec - . 123
rpo
(usec)
Tno
(_sec)
15.5
20.2
18.0
19.1
16.5
16.1
16.8
2.18 x 10-9sec.
.166
1.17 x 10-8sec.
3.42 x 10-8sec.
7.47 x 10-9sec.
8.69 x 10-9sec.
8.38 x 10-9sec.
IPA 3/4 5-4
Pre
Ist
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
Ec - . 087
Ec - .220
Ec - . 149
Ec - . 172
Ec - . 120
Ec - . 099
Ec - . 186
13.7
19.5
18.1
17.9
17.5
14.8
20.7
2.41 x 10-9sec.
9.99 x 10-8sec.
1.48 x 10-8sec.
4.04 x 10-8sec.
6.74 x 10-8sec.
3.88 x 10-9sec.
4.46 x 10-8sec.
Figure 7.5. Bulk lifetime VSo reciprocal temperature for
sample INA58-7 for pre-irradiation and after
4.82 x 104 roentgens and 9.64 x 104 roentgens
of Co60 gamma ray exposure
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Figure 7.7. Bulk lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature for
sample INA58-7 after 1.93 x 105 roentgens of
Co 6u gamma ray exposure
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sample INA58-8 after 2.89 x 105 roentgens of
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by his computer program than by anything else, and he could
not reach any definite conclusions about this level.
Since the oxygen content in material prepared by the
floating zone technique generally is quite small, then the
conclusion reached on the basis of these experiments is that
the dominant defect in i00 ohm cm n-type material prepared by
the floating zone technique is one with an energy of Ec-o.40 eV.
This center is identified with the E-center (Watkins and
Corbett, 1964) which is a phosphorous-vacancy complex, i.e., a
phosphorous atom with a vacancy as its nearest neighbor.
Figures 7.15 through 7.28 show the lifetime versus tem-
perature variations for the p-type bulk samples for several
values of gamma ray exposure. Table 7.1 shows that a level is
created by the gamma irradiation which is located at approxi-
mately 0.18 eV above the valence band edge. Again there did
not appear to be any influence from any other levels for p-
type material of this resistivity. In his experiments Hewes
(1966) did see another level influencing the lifetime in p-
type material. However, the position of this second level in
the energy gap varied from sample to sample and ingot to ingot.
Sometimes its presence could not be detected at all, and some-
times this level was the dominant one in his lifetime-tempera-
ture characteristics. Also, it was obvious that in the higher
resistivity material (except for one sample) his data could
have been described using only one level.
From the data presented here the conclusion is reached
that in these experiments gamma irradiation introduced a level
at Ev + .18 eV in p-type material.
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sample IPA58-5 before irradiation
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Figure 7.22. Bulk lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature for
sample IPA58-6 before irradiation
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The question of multiple energy level defects in semi-
conductors might be considered a moot point. It could be
argued that there will always be multiple energy levels even
in so-called "near perfect crystals". One could go even fur-
ther in saying that not only are there many defects with levels
in the forbidden region, but that one should in general expect
defects to be either "quasi-continuous" (that is existing in
impurity bands) or else be distributed continuously in energy
over the forbidden region. Our mathematical model predicts
(if theory and experiment can be coorelated) that a discrete
energy level exists. If the states are really distributed con-
tinuously in energy, our experiment has given us the "average
energy" or else the "energy moment" of this distribution. The
quantities in the equations will be integrals over the distri-
bution; but to calculate the integrals we must know the distri-
bution function. We are thus in an unfortunate situation, be-
cause in general the distribution function is unknown and al-
most impossible to calculate. We then resort to using prac-
tical assumptions in the equations.
One could theoretically write a computer program for
n levels in the forbidden region. The complexity of the prob-
lem would be compounded n-fold, and the uncertainty in determin-
ing the parameters involved would also be similiarly compounded.
It is the author's feeling that one should resort to the more
complex problems if and only if a simpler analysis shows that
this is warrented.
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7.4 Final Measurements - Surface Lifetimes
and Surface Recombination Velocity
The surface lifetime was also measured by the technique
shown in Appendix III. Figures 7.29 through 7.56 show surface
lifetime plotted as a function of reciprocal temperature for
four n-type samples and several values of gamma ray exposure.
The data shows that as irradiation proceeds the position of
the defect is in the lower half of the energy gap and its loca-
tion with respect to the valence band edge is changing. The
level approaches the valence band and then begins to approach
the center of the gap again. Its position seems to stabilize
at approximately 0.25 eV to 0.30 eV above the valence band
edge. This behavior was not expected.
At this point it should be stated that it has been
assumed that the surface lifetime obeys the Shockley-Read
model, without any a priori knowledge that this assumption
would be true. The experimental evidence seems to point out
that this assumption is in fact true, if the results are prop-
erly interpreted.
From Appendix III it is seen that the surface lifetime
is intimately related to the surface recombination velocity.
However, there are certain temperature variations contained
explicitly in the expression for surface recombination velocity.
It is p_ssible that the quantities Tno or Tpo given in Table 7.1
are not really meaningful for the surface lifetime due to the
fact that in these expressions the number of conduction band
electrons (valence band holes) near the surface has been
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Figure 7.36. Surface lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature for
sample INA3/4 5-2 before irradiation
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Figure 7.41. Surface lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature for
sample INA 3/4 5-2 after 2.89 x 105 roentgens of
Co60 gamma ray exposure
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roentgens of Co 60 gamma ray exposure
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for sample INA3/4 5-4 before irradiation
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assumed to be constant potential with temperature. This may
not be true due to the variation of the surface potential with
temperature. However, one would expect this variation to be
small in the temperature range used, and the approximation is
essentially valid.
Figures 7.57 through 7.84 shows the surface lifetime as
a function of reciprocal temperature for four p-type samples
with several values of gamma ray exposure. The states that
govern the lifetime in p-type material are located in the upper
half of the forbidden region. As the irradiation proceeds the
energy level of the defect moves slightly towards the conduc-
tion band edge and then returns gradually nearer the center of
the gap. The variation of the energy level with irradiation in
p-type m_terial is not quite as large as that for n-type mate-
rial. The energy levels for the surface defects in n- and p-
type material are not the same, being located at approximately
the same position, but in opposite halves of the forbidden
region.
From the data taken on surface lifetime, room tempera-
ture values of surface recombination velocity were calculated
for the various gamma ray dosages. Figures 7.85 and 7.86 show
how the gamma irradiation effects the surface recombination
velocity in n-type material, and Figures 7.87 and 7.88 give
the surface recombination velocity in p-type material as a
function of gamma ray exposure. In n-type material the velocity
exhibits a relative minimum as irradiation progresses, while the
gamma rays do not have a large influence on this parameter for
the p-type material.
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Figure 7.57. Surface lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature
for sample IPA3/4 5-1 before irradiation
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Figure 7.64. Surface lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature
for sample IPA3/4 5-2 before irradiation
Figure 7.65. Surface lifetime vs. reciprocal temperature
for sample IPA3/4 5-2 after 4.82 x 104
roentgens of Co60 gamma ray exposure
Figure 7.66. Surface lifetime VSo reciprocal temperature
for sample IPA3/4 5-2 after 9.64 x 104
roentgens of Co60 gamma ray exposure
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To explain the variations of surface recombination veloc-
ity with gamma ray exposure requires the use of the model de-
rived in Chapter VI, which includes effects due to the space
change region, and one-well founded assumption. It will be
assumed that the gamma irradiation cause.s the energy bands to
always bend upwards near the surface. Thus, an n-type surface
will tend to first become depleted of majority electrons and
then to invert to a p-type surface (i.e. Pos <n i <nos). A
p-type surface will instead tend to become more p-type as the
bands bend upward.
Consider the case of n-type material. It would be dif-
ficult to say exactly what condition the surface would be in
initially, but since there is a very thin silicon oxide layer
on the surface, one would expect it to still remain n-type.
However, the presence of ozone in the Gamma Cell could tend
to make the surface p-type (Staz et. al., 1965). Since the
bands have been assumed to bend upwards, the surface recombi-
nation velocity would be greatly influenced by recombination in
the space charge region, and the complete model of Chapter VI
must be included. Figure 7.89 shows a pictorial sketch of
this model along with the predicted variation of surface re-
combination velocity. If one assumes typical values of the
parameters (Kinston, 1956) such as Cps = Cns = 10 -8 cm 3 sec -I,
= 1012 = 1014 = i0 I0Nts cm 2 , Nbo cm -3, N i cm -3, and Ut-U o = i0,
then Sma x = 2500 cm/sec. The minimum value of surface recombi-
nation velocity could occur from.2Sma x to .5Sma x as from
500 cm/sec to 1225 cm/sec. (See Figure 6.5). These values
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from the theoretical model compare very favorably to values
measured experimentally as well as the range on the values
measured experimentally as irradiation is increased.
Now, in p-type material the change in electrostatic
potential at the surface (the amount of band bending) is
limited due to the fact that the initial condition of the
surface is p-type and irradiation causes it to become more so.
The amount of irradiation is not sufficient to increase the
majority carrier concentration appreciably, and thus the vari-
ation of surface potential in p-type material due to gamma
irradiation is small. For this reason, the variation in sur-
face recombination velocity is small. Figure 7.90 shows the
expected variation of surface recombination velocity for p-
type mat_ri_] _ Using the same typical values as before, it
is seen that_the values calculated from the theoretical model
compare very favorably with those measured experimentally.
One point remains, and that is the question of why the
energy level at the surface changes its position in the energy
gap as the irradiation increases. As mentioned previously,
this should not be expected. For example, in a non-degenerate
semiconductor at reasonable temperatures, a donor atom in the
crystal has an ionization energy that does not change even if
the semiconductor is non-homogeneous (i.e. if the bands vary
with position in our energy band scheme). While the analogy
between a donor atom and a defect caused by a gamma photon is
not complete, one can still argue that the ionization energy
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Figure 7.90. Predicted variation of surface-recombination
velocity in p-type material
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of the defect should not change even though their density is
being changed by additional gamma photons. Several possibil-
ities exist to account for this variation of energy level
position with irradiation. The energy level position could
vary with temperature. The capture cross sections could also
have a marked temperature dependence. (Hewes, 1966). The
carrier concentration at the surface could change with tempera-
ture. While these possibilities exist, the temperature depend-
encies can not be determined and thus can not be accounted for.
Another argument might be that the states at the surface
are distributed in energy. Such is often the case on surfaces
which have been subjected to fabrication treatments. Then,
the energy level might be some average energy over the distri-
bution of surface states in energy. That is
_ ENs(E,_) dE
<E> = (7..1)
_ N s (E, @) dE
Thus <E> would be changing with irradiation flux _, because
the surface state density is changing with flux. However,
whether or not this was true, could not be determined in this
thesis because there was no way to determine N s(E,@).
While these possibilities exist for the explanation of
the reason for the apparent change in the energy level position
with irradiation, no attempt was made to formulate a model be-
cause of the limitations in obtaining useful information con-
cerning this phenomenon with the measurement techniques used.
CHAPTERVIII
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8. CONCLUSIONSAND FURTHERRECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the experimental results presented in the pre-
vious chapters, several conclusions can be reached concerning
the effects of gamma irradiation on the bulk and surface re-
combination rates in silicon.
First of all, the bulk recombination center which domi-
nates the lifetime of minority carriers in n-type material is
not the same as the one which controls this lifetime in p-type
material. However, for each type of material with a resistiv-
ity of approximately 100 ohm cm, the recombination process
could be described mathematically using a one recombination
center Shockley-Read model. No effects which would be attri-
buted to more than one recombination center were observed in
these experiments.
The defect controlling the bulk lifetime in n-type
mater_l was found to be located at 0.4 eV below the conduction
band edge. This level has been observed by others and has been
denoted as the E center, or the phosphorous-vacancy complex
(Watkins and Corbett, 1961).
In p-type material the dominant recombination center was
located at 0.18 eV above the valence band edge. While this
level has been observed before in p-type pulled crucible mate-
rial (which has an inherently large oxygen concentration) ir-
radiated by electrons and gamma rays, this is the first time
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it has appeared in p-type float zone material irradiated by
gamma rays. As of yet, no positive identification has been
made. It does not appear to depend upon whether or not oxygen
is in the crystal since it has been found to be the dominant
recombination center in both pulled crucible and float zone
refined material, and its dependence on the type of dopant in
the crystal is not known.
Gamma irradiation has a very large effect on the bulk
lifetime of holes in n-type material, causing gross changes in
the lifetime. In p-type material the changes in lifetime due
to irradiation are small. This implies that the introduction
rate (the number of defects created per incident gamma photon)
for the defect in n-type material is much larger than that for
the defect in p-type material. This has been proven experi-
mentally (Nakano and Iniusho, 1964). However, it could also
point out that the level at Ev + 0.18 eV in p-type material
is not due to an interaction between the gamma rays and the
impurity atom in the crystal.
No single energy level can be identified at the surface
for either p-type or n-type material. As the samples are ir-
radiated the position of the level, as determined by computer
curve fits of surface lifetime versus reciprocal temperature
to the Shockley-Read model changes its position in the forbid-
den region. For both types of material the locations of the
level are nearly the same with respect to band edge. In n-
type material the levels in the lower half of the forbidden
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region at approximately 0.25 eV above the valence band while
in p-type material the levels in the upper half of the for-
bidden region at approximately 0.2 eV below the conduction
band edge. The variation of the level with the radiation is
nearly the same in both types of materials. This behavior is
very unusual, and cannot be explained with data and models
used in these experiments. A closer look at the microscopic
nature of the energy level will be required in order to ex-
plain this phenomena.
Gamma irradiation has a very large effect on the surface
recombination velocity in n-type material whereas in p-type
material there is a relatively small influence caused by the
irradiation (This should be compared to the similiar variations
of the bulk lifetime). This has been attributed to the in-
fluence of recombination in the space charge region near the
surface of the semiconductor. A complete mathematical model
has been derived which explains this effect, and shows that
quantitatively one should expect the observed variations of
surface recombination velocity.
Several recommendations can be made for extension of the
work carried out here. First of all, a study of the introduc-
tion rates should be carried out to see what effect the re-
sistivity and dopant in the pre-irradiated crystals have on
the presence of the levels observed in this research. This
study has already begun, and is presently being carried out in
the Solid State Device Laboratory.
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Also, a technique should be developed for directly measur-
ing surface recombination velocity as a function of surface po-
tential, to directly verify the theory presented here. This
should be done for passivated surfaces as well as for free
surfaces of silicon.
This theory could be utilized in a device analysis of the
solar cell to completely explain why p/n solar cells are less
radiation resistant than n/p solar cells. The results of this
thesis illustrate the well-known results that the p-type bulk
is less sensitive to irradiation, but the results for surface
recombination have not been previously reported.
The effects of other types of irradiation such as elec-
trons and neutrons should be examined, since these particles
are known to have a drastic effect on the recombination processes
in silicon.
Finally, the reason for the variation of the position of
the energy level at the surface should be investigated and
thoroughly explained.
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i0. APPENDICES
i0. i Appendix I. Discussion of the IRE Standards
on Photoconductive Decay Measurements
In the August, 1961 issue of the Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers the Standards Committee on Semi s
conductor Electronics set up the IRE standards on the measure-
ment of minority carrier lifetime in germanium and silicon by
the method of photoconductive decay. These standards set forth
a set of generally accepted rules which should be followed when
using this technique.
These standards have been followed throughout the experi-
ments, and the techniques specified are summarized in the
following paragraphs.
i0.i.i Life Time Measurements
l.
2.
t
Turn all components of system on and allow time for warm-up.
Put sample in sample holder. Make sure liqh t source is
perpendicular to sample and filter. Filter should be
parallel with sample.
Adjust the calibrated dial on the exponential generator
until the curve from the exponential generator matches the
curve from the sample. The match should be made between the
15% and 50% values of the sample signal (preferably between
40% and 15%). This can be done by adjusting the vertical
gain until the signal covers at least 5 cm. and matching
the two signals between .75 cm and 2 cm. Make sure the
initial base lines at both signals are matched before and
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after measurement. Read the dial on the exponential gener-
ator, noting the switch position, and read the tentative
life time from the curve for that respective switch posi-
tion from Figure 4.8.
4. After the life time (T) has been determined, note the
reading Vo on the 61OR (d-c voltage across sample) and
compare with value on Figure i0. i for respective material
types. For a given T measured, the value of Vo from the
61OR should be less than the value from the graph. If
not, reduce Vo and redetermine T-
5. If the above condition is satisfied, use this value of Vo
and find the gain-V o product. From Figure 10.2 determine
the macimum AV' The value of AV' observed on the scope
should be less than this maximum AV' from Figure 10.2.
The gain and aplitude limitations of the pre-amp, should
be known before any measurements are made.
6. Check the life time measurement again as described in 3
and record the value.
7. If there is suspected error in the value of T; check the
value of AV without V o and with V o across the sample. AV
.
without V o should be less than l_ of AV with V o.
Life time measurements as outlined above should be made at
different values of Icc (both positive and negative). The
value of T should not vary beyond the accuracy of measure-
ment for a different magnitude and current direction.
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i0.2 Appendix II. Curve Fitting
In Chapter V, it is seen that if the experimentally
measured values of lifetime versus reciprocal temperature can
be fitted to the Shockley-Read model, then the location of the
recombination center in the forbidden region can be determined.
In this work, a technique described by Matthews (1964) is used
to adjust the parameters in the Shockley-Read model, until a
best fit of the experimental data to this model is obtained.
To discuss this curve fitting technique, the following
quantities are defined:
N - total number of parameters in the fitting
function
M - total number of data points
G i - assumed value for the ith parameter
G_ - value of the ith parameter which provides the
best fit
gi - best change of its parameter, with G b - G i = gi
fm- f(Tm' GI_ G2 ..... Gn), value of the fitting func-
tion at the temperature, Tmo
fmb - f(Tm, Gb_ G2b ..... Gbn), value of the fitting func-
tion which provides the best fit at T m-
F m - value of the measured quantity at the temperature,
T m .
Now, if the derivatives of the fitting function exist
near a point T m, then a Taylor series expansion around this
point gives
f(T,G 1 ..... Gn) = fm + AT +
T=T m L= 1
AGi
T=T m
(i0oi)
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If it is assumed that the parameters are close to those which
yield a best fit, then equation i0.i) becomes
N 5fm dGi
fb_ fro+ Z _Gi
i=l
where AT = 0. This can be written as
N
b 5fm
fm _ fm + Z 5G i
i=l
gi
(10.2)
(10.3)
The error at T = Tm, between the measured quantity and the
function of best fit is
or
Cm = F m - f_
N
¢m _ Fm - fmb - Z 5fm g i
5G i
i=l
(10.4)
(10.5)
The square of the error summed over the M data points is
M M N
Z __mem =<62> = _ [Fm- fm- _ _fmi. ....... _ o_ i gi ]2
m=l m=l i=l
(10.6)
Note that <c 2> is a function only of the gi's" The total
differential of <62> is
M N N
5fm
d<62> = - 2 Z _ [Fm - fm- _--_G i gi] [Z _G--_fmdgj]
m=l i=l j=l
(10.7)
By setting the co-efficients of the dgj's equal to zero for
j = i, 2 ..... N insures that the mean square error is a
minimum. Thus
M N
Z{E mfmZ
8G i
m=l j=l
for j = i, 2 ..... N.
0
This can be written as
M M N
5fm
_ (Fm - fm)(_--_j) = Z Z _fm _fm
m=l m=l j=l
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(10.S)
(i0.9)
for j = l, 2 ..... N. Equation 10.9 represents a set of N
equations (one for each value of j) in the N unknowns gl' g2'
• --, gn-
The procedure used to find the best fit of a set of
experimental data to the Shockley-Read model is to first arbi-
trarily choose initial values for the G i parameters. A com-
puter is programmed to solve the set of equation 10.9 by
Matrix inversion. Once the gi's are known then a new set of
parameters G i can be calculated from the relation G i = G i + gi-
In reality, the initial arbitraty choice of the Gi's is not
sufficiently accurate to permit the gi's to yield the best fit.
However, the gi's provide a means for making a better estimate
of the Gi's so that an iterative procedure may lead to their
convergence to the Gb's. In general this procedure will lead
1
to convergence if no parameter is allowed to change by more than
20% - 75%, in each iteration. Also all parameters change in
proportion to their gi's and in proportion to a scaling factor
which is determined by max (gi/Gi). (See Matthews, 1964).
This method has been used to obtain the energy levels of
the recombination centers, and as seen by the graphs in Chapter
VII, good agreement is obtained between experiment and theory.
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10.3 Appendix III. Photoconductive Decay in a
Rectangular Semiconductor Bar
A complete analysis of this problem has been presented in
Blakemore (1962)o The following treatment indicates how the
method of photoconductive decay is used to measure bulk and
surface lifetime° Figure 10.3 shows the geometry used in the
analysis. The sample is a rectangular semiconductor bar with
cross sectional dimensions 2A and 2Bo The sample is assumed
to be very long in the X direction so that any end effects are
negligible. A constant current I is assumed to pass through
the bar, and a protion of the bar is illuminated. This illumi-
nation modulates the conductivity of the bar, and the conductiv-
ity of the bar, and the conductivity is given by
G - 4AB _ 4AB (qo + Aq) (i0.i0)
L L
Here _o is the equilibrium (no illumination) conductivity, and
Aq is the change in conductivity due to illumination. Thus
q o = q_p Po + qUn no
A_ = q_p p + qUn
Defining _n/_p = b and assuming _ =
$o = q_p (Po + bno)
(i0. ii)
(10.12)
Aq = q_p (b + i)
Thus the voltage across the rectangular bar can be written as
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V
constant
i + (b + i)
Po + bno P
(i0.13)
If we assume low level injection such as _ << Po + no, then
V _ constant (i +
b+ 1
Po + bno _)
or (10.14)
V _ V o - AV
The change in voltage is proportional to the change in excess
carrier concentration.
To obtain an expression for the excess carriers in the
bar, the continuity equation must be solved.
_- P - PO _P-+ Dp [ 52_ _ 5__ ) (10.15)
_t = Tp _P Ex _x \ _x 2 _y2 _z 2
Using separation of variables, one solution of this equation is
_(x,y,z,t) = e-Vte-aXcos by cos c z (10.16)
where a, b, c, and v are defined by the equation
V - __i + _pEx a + Dp (a 2 - b 2 - c 2) = 0
Tp
(10.17)
Assuming the surface recombination velocity, s, is the same on
all surfaces and using the boundary conditions discussed in
Chapter VI
Jp _y + qs_Y at y = + A
Jpz = + qs_ at g = + B
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in equation 10.7 gives
bA tan bA - sA
Dp
- _ tan
sB
cB tan cB = -- = _ tan
Dp
(io.18)
There are an infinite number of roots of these transcendental
equations and in general the solution is an infinite series of
solutions of the form of equation 10.7. However, for photo-
conductive decay, the first order solution is the most impor-
tant (See Blakemore, 1962). Equation 10.8 becomes
+ c=o ÷
V + Dpa 2 + UpEx a T-p Dp A 2 B 2
(i0.19)
If Vf is defined as
_ __ (602 no_)Vf - 1 + Dp + , then
rp --_ B 2
Dpa 2 + _pExa = Vf - V
or (10.20)
a(Dpa + _pE x) = Vf - V
Thus if a = 0 or a = - _pEx then Vf = V. In reality, another
Dp '
condition is needed to completely determine both a and V. This
condition is the assumption that end effects in the X direction
can be neglected, which was never explicitly stated in a mathe-
matical form. Assuming that the carrier distribution in the X
direction is uniform and requires a = 0 and then
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where
V = Vf = -_i + __1
Tf Ts
1 Dp(602 _°2 )Ts - A2 + --_
10.21)
The filament lifetime, V-1, is then a sum of a bulk contribution
and a surface contribution. Figure 10.3 shows a graph of
A2/TsDp versus sA/Dp for several values of dimension ratio A/B.
